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PREFACE

The development of American democracy haa been conditioned by sweeping changea in the sooial and economic
baaee of ita ideology.

From an initial, formative founda-

tion in aimple, agrioultural society, democracy in Aroerica
now finds itself resting upon a social basis whieh 13 com*
plex» dynamiCt industrial» and impersonal*

rhe transition

thus imposed has resulted in conflicts: in a sense, American democracy is at odds with its origins.
This study proposes to examine one area of oonflict
that between status and equality.

The general approach has

been to treat both status and equality as representative
elements of two value systems*

Equality is thus represent*

ative of the older, traditional, individualistic sense of
democracy*

Status is representative of the modern concept

of democracy and arises out of the exigencies of industrial
society, with its tendencies to deepen clasa divisions*
The eonolusiens arrived at are directed toward an
appraisal of the ideological situation of modern American
democraoy as affeeted by the conflict under examination*
âinoe the value system of modern industrial soeiety in
Amerioa is still in a state of transition from the previous
ideologioal heritage» conolusions are necessarily oouohed
in prognost^io terms*

Although the speeific purpose of the

study has been to examine the relationship of status to
equality, the conclusions reflect the related question of
ii

—
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democracy*8 ability to meet the challenge of an industrial
civilisation.
A comment upon the method of notation is in order.
The first reference to a work has been cited in the conventional style.

Second references cite the last name of

the author, the full title of the work (except in the case
of unusually lengthy titles, which have been abbreviated
slightly), followed by the portion cited.

Such a style of

notation allows immediate and adequate recognition of
sources without imposing the burden of reoalling distant
referents of op« oit. This is somewhat different from the
short-title method of notation, whioh often involves raany
of the obscurities of the aformentioned method*
The author would like to express his appreciation
in regard to the helpful efforts of his coramittee. Dr.
WiIIiam E. Oden, Chairman, Dr. Lowell Blaisdell, and Dr.
J. T* McCuIIen gave generously of their time and advioe;
both are gratefully aoknowledged•
A final expression of gratitude is extended to my
wife, Maurine Denton Wells, whose encouragement at various
stages in the composition of the thesis was gratifying.
In addition, the typing and editing of the copy were performed with patience and good Judgment.

Most significantly,

the tyranny of thesis work was shared with comforting empathy*
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CHAPTER I
EQUALITY IN THE AMERICAN
DEMOCRATIC IDEOLOGY
The American democratic ideology essentially
consists in a relationship between liberty and equality^
This relationship has been largely dynamic and subject
to the stimuli of political, economic and social factors^
As each of these factors has exerted its influence^ the
idea of democracy has undergone change and development.
In the course of its development diverse ideas and values
have made contributions and have been absorbed to add to
the congeries of ideas and values in the democratic ide*
ology^
Some facets of the democratic ideology have been
called into question by recent developments in social
and economic areas of American life*

However, persistent

popular belief in their validity has caused dispute and
conflict over the very nature of democracy^

Recent at-

tempts to clarify the ideological position of American
democracy have therefore been inconclusive» due primcurily
to the fact that its major conflicts have remained unresolved^
It is the purpose of this study to examine one
area of conflict •« that between status and equality —
in order to clarify the ideological position of the conflicting elements,

It is the purpose of the present
I

/

chapter (I) to examine several bases for defining and discussing American democracy and (2) to indicate the ideological position of the principle of equality in American democratic thought.
The Problem of Defining Democracy
Democracy is generally considered to be the rule
of the people*

However^ to say this does little more than

divide the word into its etymological parts*

Little is ac-

complished toward a definition which would be operative in
a real situation^ unless one intends the concept to "include
any form of government supported by a majority of the people, for whatever reasons and by whatever means of expressing assent, • • •**
There is a need to particularize when defining
2
domocracy since it is a *'culture trait** which grows and
develops with the particular nation vdierein it occurs^
Thusp democracy must be examined as an operative political
principle in terms of its values and goals insofar as they
are appliad to contemporary society^

Democracy is a fxinc-

tional relationship between beinf^ and becoming; it is a

^ Carl L« Becker, Modern Democracy (New Haven: '
Yale University Press, I94IJ# P» ^*
2 Ralph H^ Gabrielf The Course of American Demo*
cratic Thought (2nd ed^; New York: The Ronald Press, 1956),
p* 80.

/
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dynamic process in which already determined values are applied to situations so as to arrive at those goals which
form a part of the applied values*^
One of the chief difficulties in defining democracy lies in the fact that the original sources of the ideology are found in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries^
There is a degree of tension between the climate of opinion
found in those fozmaative eras and that climate which today
is asserting itself in the development ôf democratic thought
This is not to say that definitions of democracy must be
traced to the literature of the Enli^tenment, but rather
that the values and ideals of that period have played a
dominant role in the subsequent development of American
democracy^
There appear to be two distinct bases for defining
American democracy: one may be termed the traditional concept and the other the modern^

The former is derived from

the intellectual tradition of the Enlightenment, iid.th modifications accming f r ^ the experience of independence and
subsaquent national growth^

The latter concept is derived

from the rise of science as a means of furthering the progress of society and political thought^

^ Of course^ the same statement might apply to any
political theory* No uniqueness is attached to the statement insofar as American democracy is concerned.

«if X

Conslder the following definitions of democracy:
Democracy is not a mere fomit a mere mechanism^
aa some deem to think, to be worshipped as an idol*
Deoiocracy is a apirit, an attitude toward our fellowmen, a mode of political cooperation through which
the human personality may find the finest and richest •xprooaion of human values* The form is not
the end; it is the means toward an end — the happiness of mankind*^
Democraey in a coaiplex socioty may be defined
as a political system which supplies regular constitutional opportunities for changing the goveming officialSp and a social mechanism which permits
the largest posaible part of the popuXation to
influence major decisions by choosing among contenders for political office^^
Merriam's definition is typical of the traditional
approach^

It is concerned with values, ideals and ulti-

mate goals; it refuses to look upon democracy as a mechanism or mere process. In fact» other advocates of the traditional approach have called democracy a faith,^ a way of

^ C« £• Merriam, What la Democracy? (Chicago: The
University of Chieago Press, l94IJf ?• €>. Cf, Sidney Hook,
»The Philosophical Presuppositions of Democracy," Ethics,
LII (April^ 1942), 277; A^ D^ Lindsay, The Modern Democratic
State (New Tork: Oxford University Press, 1947)» 1» 23;
and T. V. Smith, The Democratic Way of Life (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, I926), p. llV.
^ Seymour M. Lipset, Political Ilan (New York: DoubXaday and Company, Inc.» I960), p. 4Í. Ff. Merriam, What
§ Pi»ocracyti p« 92; Hook» Ethics, LII, 277; and RoberE
. mtíXm ågreface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: The Univorølty ortíftíeagoPress, 195^), p. 3. See also James
Bryce, Modern Democracies (New York: The MacmiIIan Company,
1921), I, 20.

{

^ Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Thought.
ch^ I.
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life,* and an embodiment of moral ideals^"^

The religious

antecedents of democratic thought have received much attention and are considered responsible for the vitality of
what othez*wi8e might be mere ideals.^
The second quotation is typical of the modern, factual approach^

One notes the presence of qualifying phrases,

an emphasis upon processes, and a tendency to present measurable conditions as necessary factors in democratic society^

Perhaps most notable is the absence of significant

references to the abstruse values emjdiasized in the traditional approach; in their place is inserted an empirical
approach which largely ignores values having a foiindation

^ Smith, The Democratic Way of Life^
Ethics. LII» 277*

Cf• Hook,

^ Hook* Ethice. LII» 277« Typical values of the
traditional schooi are the worth and dignity of the individuali the fundamental and moral equality of all men, a
faith in mind and reason, a faith in the capabilities of
ordinary people^ and the infinite perfectibility of human
society^ See George S. Counts, The Prospects of American
Democraey (New Yorki The John Day Company, 1938), pp.
318-319•
There appears to be little consensus, however, concerning a common set of values. In addition, there is less
consensus concerning the presence and effectiveness of
basic valuea in democratic societies^ See Richard McKeon
(ed*), Democracy in a World of Tensions (Chicago: The University of dhicago Press, 1951)# The book consists of a
series of essays by some thirty-four authors in answer to
a questionnaire circulated by UNESCO concerning the funda*
mentals of democracy.
3 See Liadaay, The Modern pemocratic State. p. 23.
Cf. JmM Hi Meisel. The Myth of the Rulin£ GlasT^Unn
Arbor: The niverslty Of MÍenigan Press, 1958), P* t .

^

6
in a natural rights concept^"*The relative positions of the two approaches cause
conflict over Just what the democratic genus actually is^
According to one scholar, each school accuses the other,
in quite similar terms, of excesses in approach^
The majority opinion /~of the new empirical
schoolj^ holds that any attempt to define democracy
in terms other than those of technique results in
vagueness or absurdity; • • • It is, therefore, the
means that count^ Against this view some will hold
that no matter what kind of decisions are made they
will have to be called democratic if the democratic
forms have been observed^ This must result in vagueness or absurdity^ You, the minority writ runs, accuse me of too broad a notion of democracy; we suggest
that yours is too narrow.2
It is important to note that the development of
American democratic ideology embraces both approaches^

In

fact, the modern school owes its scientific approach to the
period of the Enlightenment which found Hobbes and Locke
using an embryonic type of scientific thought.

Any apprais-

al of elements in the democratic ideology must defer to
both schools of thought, although assessment of the role
of any particular se^ent of the ideology is usually most

^ For such an approach see Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory, and Lipset, Political Man.
^ Meisel, The Myth of the Ruling Class, pp. 5-6^
Cf^ £• S^ Corwin, ^emocratic Dogma and tne íSiture of Political Science," American Political Science Review, XXIII

(August, 1929), 569-592.

•-^p.^
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logically undertaken from one viewpoint or the other. For
example, the concept of equality may be dealt with in its
intrinsic worth as a corollary of natural law and the idea
of the free individual, or it may be approached as a measurable factor the effectiveness of which is the determinant
of worth.
The Concept of Equality
Equality is a concept which exists in ideal form
and which owes its existence to the real, empirical facts
of inequality.

As it pertains to the study of politics,

the concept is both philosophical and social.

In the abso-

lute, ideal sense of sameness equality has never had application to political society.

n fact, studies of the con-

cept seem under a compulsion to premise their efforts by
an examination of inequality.^

The reason for what appears

to be such a common practice is:

**To assert that a basic

equality of status is a necessary condition of effective
human association would seem to fly in the face of all the

^ See R. R. Tawney, Equality (4th ed.; London:
Oeorge Allen and Unwin, Ltd.. 1952), ch. I «The Religion
of Inequality*; and Frank Fritts, The Coneept of Equality
in p f gel^^lgn |o a ^lnciple of m i g cai Obijgat ^
(Princeton: The Prlnceton University Press, 1915), pp» I7ff•
Cf. R« F. Swift, wThe Doøna of Inequality," Philosophical
Reviøw, LI (January, 1942), 65-73.

^ ^ ^"^mmmmm^^mm^m^

empirical evidence furnished by history and anthropology."^
Even so seemingly clear a statement as that of the United
States Declaration of Independence —
equal" —

^^all men are created v

was repudiated as a literal or absolute meaning

by Lincoln in the Springfield Address^
The intellectual source of the idea of equality is
in the seventeenth and eighteenth-century mind^
age which discovered nature and the natural man^^

It is this
As Carl

Becker describes the era:
In the eighteenth-century climate of opinion, whatever question you seek to answer, nature is the test,
the standard: the ideas, the customs, the institutions of men, if ever they are to attain perfection.

^ Grace de Laguna, •'Democratic Equality and Individuality," The Philosophical Review. LV (March, 1946), 123^
^ See Carl L, Becker, The Heavenly City of the Eifíhteenth-Century Philosophers (New Haven: Yale Unlversity Press,

1952), ch^ !!•
The concept of equality obviously pre-dates the eighteenth century^ The idea is implicit in the Stoic and
Christian philosophies and formed a part of the appeal of
the early Christian church^ See Leslie Lipson, The Great
lasues of Politics (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc^, 1954),
ch. 6 for one of the best short discussions of the concept
and its history^ Cf. Lindsay, The Modern Democratic State^
p. 60; John H. Randall, The Iteking of the Modern Mind
(revised edition; Cambridge, Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin
Company, I95V)# ch. II; and George H. Sabine, A History
of Political Theory (revised edition; New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 195U;, Part II•
However, the concept of equality insofar as it has application to modern political thought is part of the heritage of the eighteenth century and its particular concept
of nature^ See Leonard Woolf, After the Deluge (2 vols^;
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co^, 1931), I, 242-272.

"7^.,X
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must obvioualy be in accord with those laws which
**nature reveals at all times to all men."
The equality of man in the climate of opinion of
the era is the result of his condition as a natural man^
As Hobbes describes man in the state of nature:
Nature has made men so equal in the faculties
of the body and mind, as that though there be found
one man sometimes manifestly stronger in body, or
of quicker mind than another, yet when all is reckoned together, the difference between man and man
is not 80 eonaiderable, as that one man can thereupon claiffl to himaelf any benefit to %^ich another
man may not pretend as well as he^^
However, Locke has an interesting insight into the state
of nature as regards Just Máio is in it and for how long*
He says: "But I, moreover, affirm that all men are naturally in that state and remain so till by their own consents they make themselves members of some politic society;
3
•

•

•

^ Becker, The Heavenly City of the Eiahteenth^^Century Philosophers. p^ 53. The quoted material is in reference to Voltaire, Oeuvres, XXV, 560•
2 Thomas Hobbes, he Leviathan (Everyman Edition;
New York: E^ P^ Dutton, I9Í4), p. Ê>3. Cf. John Locke,

w Sg<r9ad rtt^^ftg Pf,g?.YU g9Ygrpq^?r^tâ.gf* '^^f:^

^:^^^

, íew York: Hafner Publishing Company, 1947), p« 123: "/~Man
is in 7 a state also of equality, wherein all the power and
Jurisdiction is reciprocal, no one having more than another; . . *
3 Locke, The Second Treatise of Civil Government,
p. I2Ô. Emphaais added.

^
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The transition f r ^ the state of nature to the
•politic society is crucial in the history of the concept
of equality.

Rou8seau»s cry that •nnan is b o m free; and

everywhere he is in chains" simply records the transition
of man from the state of nature to that of society; in
ahort, the harsh fact of inequality is the result of social
factors and not the state of nature.
What is meant by the natural equality of men?
The meaning may be only this, that distinctions in
rank, In wealth, and political and social status,
are due entirely to social arrangements, and apart
from society would not exist^-*The semi*Bcientific world of cosmic forces and natural laws so familifur to the eighteenth-century mind was
soon brought under scrutiny by such men as Hume, Bentham
and the MiIIs^

Gradually the climate of opinion changed

to one of a highly factual outlook; the triumph of a more
enlightened scientific method was realized by the iciddle
of the nineteenth century.

The Newtonian World Machine was

replaced by the concept of Social Darwinism as a center of
intellectual impetus^
One of the primary emphases of the Darwinian outlook
is the existence of what might be termed "natural** inequalities among species of organisms. Such terms as **survival

^ Fritts. The Concept of Equality in • • • Political
Obligation, p. lo.

11
of the fittest" and ••natural selection" are only partial
indications of the fact that inequalities in the realm of
nature are responsible for its development or evolution^
One recent scholar, in dealing with the concept of
equality, represents quite well the influence of the changed
outlook toward what ia natural.

In much the same way that

Locke and Hobbes divided equality between the social and
the natural, Yves Simon, in his Philosophy of Democratic
Government,^ haa divided inequality between the natural
and the structural^^

Natural inequality is that which ob-

tains throu^ the operation of genetic or sexual factors,
for example; there are obvious physical and mental disparities between individuals which are for the most part
beyond hvuoan control. Structural inequality, on the other
hand, pertains to social inequalities bz*ought about by the
economic system or the social structure and which are the
result of purely human devices.

Just as Tawney maintains

that '•in order to Justify inequalities of circumstance or
opportunity • . . it is necessary, . • • to show that the

Simon contends that **democratic equalitarianism is a

^ Ives Simon, The Philosophy of Democratic Government (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1951)•
^lbid., p. 207.
3 Tawney, Equalitv. p^ 40•

\/

^mt.^
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philosophy which refuses to buy peace at the cost of irrationality in the relation between natural and structural
eqxiality^"^
It should by now be evident that the concept of
equality can hardly stand alone against the harsh empirical
fact of inequality.

If one admits the existence of inequal-

ity, both natural and structural, and if Simon*s definitions
are generally acceptable, then there would seem little sense
or profit in attempting to keep alive a concept which is
unable independently to exist^
However, even though equality cannot conceptually
exist independently, there appear to be areas which are
amenable to social control and which are subject to an application of the test of equality^

In short, the idea of

equality can be made to refer to scanething —

there can be

equality of elements which are applied equally to human
aituations^

Thus, one encounters such phrases as **equality

before the law," or »»equality of opportunity," or "equality
of worth."
One of the more important areas of such equality
is in reference to equality of rights. Such rights can be
natural —

life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of hap-

plness —

or they can be more in the realm of social rights

1 Simon, Philosophy of Democratic Governmentj p. 212•

Pll>
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or **protected liberties,** as A^ û^ Lindsay has called thcQ.-''
At any rate, by such a concept of equality man is entitled
at least to the pursuit of happiness, if not its attainment*
It is the concept of equality as equal rights to
liberty which has been predominant in countries which boast
of a liberal democracy^^

To say that equality of rights

or liberty is the operative concept is another way of placing liberty above equality in value^

The value of equality

under such a rationale is in the individual*s right to become unequal, as it were^
Before proceeding to an examination of the place
of equality in the American democratic ideology, a final
word on the utility of the concept is in order^

According

to Tawney:
V/hat a commxmity requires, as the word itself suggests,
is a common culture, because without it, it is not a
community at all^ • • • But a common culture cannot
be created merely by desiring it^ It must rest upon
practical foundations of social organization^ It is
incompatible with the existence of sharp contrasts
between the economic standards and educational opportunities of different classes, for such contrasts

^ Lindaay, The Modern Democratic State^ p. Ô9«
^ Equality in a more literal sense is feasible in
nations whieh oporate in the totalitarian democratic principle insofar as individuals are more nearly social atoms
and capable of manipulation to form structural equality,
to coin Simon*s phrase^

wP"

•mmmmmmmn^^
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have as their result, not a common culture, but servility or resentment, on the one hand, and patronage
or arrogance, on the other.^
Equality in the American
#

Democratic Ideology

The position of equality in the American democratic
ideology has consistently been of secondary importance; the
primary position has been occupied by the concept of liberty.

This duality of the American ideology has been signif-

\/

icant in the sense that the relative, shifting positions
of liberty and equality have prevented either element from
being established as a single, guiding and dominating principle^

In short, it has been the conflict between liberty

and equality which has largely been responsible for the
vitality of the American ideology^
The political tradition in American thought is
largely derived from Locke^

Although his «aphasis is pri-

marily upon libexniy,^ the idea of equality is clearly present in Locke*s thought^

The presence of the two elements

is significant, especially in light of the fact that Locke*s

^ Tawney, Equality, pp^ 31-32. Note the fact that
Tawney characteristically reasons that equality is good because of the evila of inequality — not because of any
intrinsic good or virtue in the concept of equality.
^ For development of this point, see George H. Sabine, *»The Two Democratic Traditions,»» The Philosophical
Review, LXI (October, 1952), 451-474.

^

li^-
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conception of the ends of govemment seems to have influenced subsequent American experience —

that is, the chief

end of government is the preservation of property.-'- Following the tradition of Locke, the American political experience has been closely connected with the thought of
property and the ramifications of this position in the social and political realms. ^
A significant aspect of the influence of Locke, or
more exactly the age he represents, is the legacy of status.
Equality in the thought of both Locke and Hobbes is derived
from the state of nature; it is the common element of humanity held by society which is responsible for the degree of
emphasis upon equality in their writing^

As indicated ear-

lier, inequality is considered largely social in origin;
however, regardless of origin, inequality was accepted by
Locke and was in turn

transmitted to American thought^

Loeke^s political j^ilosophy was never detached from
a theory of society which accepted status as a matter
of course and which regarded status as not only compatible with political freedom but even as a condition
of it^ • . . Except in America the democratic tradition that stemmed from Locke implied very little of
social equality, and the American version was due to

^ Locke, The Second Treatiso of Civil Government^
p. IÔ4. Locke*8 idea of property is far more broad than
what a modern mind would consider. He defines it thualy:
•*>; TheJ^ lives, Ilberties, and estates, which I call by
tne general name •property.»«» (p^ IÔ4).

^/
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Amerioa and not to Locke.^
In the actualities of American political experienee
the concept of equality is notable for its abaence in the
period prlor to the Age of Jackson. Equality certainly
•xisted in American thought of the period^ but only as a
traditional value that was safely removed from exploitation
by the "great beast,** the people^

The early political and

social dominanoe of the conservative element in American
life effectively relegated equality to a position of secondary ideological significance.
Two reasons account for the fact that equality was
so ideologioally situated^

First, the ideological heritare

was primarily concerned with liberty of the individual;^
it was man*8 freedom with which tho Revolution was conoerned,
as well aa the more specific right to property.

Seeond,

the intelloctual heritage which dictated the early American
state of mlnd was grounded in a humaniam which viewed man
in a decidodly pessimistic Iight«^

^ Sabine, Tfaft p^ii,j.offiop^^4<?fg IR^vi^y, ÎXl,

457.

^ T. V. Smith, •'Equality: the Regulative Ideal for
Politieal Science," Soutt^yeatep foUUfflJ^flM^4^99^§il 99rir*
ence Quarterlv. II (June, 1930), 12*25.
3 Cf. Riehard Hofstadter, T^r Amtri^ffip ^^^Sâgfti^
Tradition (Now York: Vintage Books, 1958), eh. I . » T h e men
îJhoarSîf up tha Oonstitution in Philadelphia during tha
aummer of I7Ô7 had a vivid Calvinistic sense of human evil
and damnation and bolieved with Hobbes that raen are selfish

J

1.%
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One of the dominant themes throughout the Constitutional Convention of I7Ô7 was that of the separation of
classes and the idea that by encouraging men in their private endeavors their conflicting interests would result in
a lack of dominance of any one particular interest or faction.

Such a theme assumes that man is an avaricious ani-

mal seeking only those elements which satisfy him; it also
assumes the naturalness and desirability of the situation^
It would appear that the Founding Fathers were assured of
at least two facts: man should be free, and man*s nature
tended toward freedom at the expense of that held by others*
In a sense, man was a predator^^

Gouverneur Morris

and contentious^" (3). Cf^ John Adams, Works« notes and
illustrations by Charles Francis Adams (10 vols^; Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, IÔ65), IV, 40Ô-4I5* Adams, in
recording some thoughts on the desirability of bicameralism^
presents a catalog of thoughts by various political thinkers who are unified in their pessimistic view of mankind.
Adams inserts a marginal note: **So great is the depravity
of the human heart, that ministers, Miho only can know it,
are in charity to mankind bound to keep it a secret, • • •»*
(410)« In answer to the question of the basic motivation
of the mass of men, Adams cites self-interest^
The motive of self-interest attributed to the mass of
men by the Founding Fathers is believed by this author to
be a by-product of a more general, pessimistic view of man.
References to the mass of mankind such as HamiIton*s famous
»*great beast** and Morris^s ••reptile** show an affinity with
an earlier intellectual tradition represented by Humanism.
References to the thought.of the early humanists are: Theodore Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Man (2nd ed.;
New Torkî The MacmiIIan Company, 1949), Hardin Craig, The
Enchanted Glass (New York: Oxford University Press, 1936),
and £. k« w. Tillyard, he Eliaabethan Wcrld Picture (New
Torkî The Macmillan Company, 1944^.
^ The predatory nature of man is also treated in
another section in reference to evolutionary thought^

mi^m'.m

id
represents quite well the attitudes of the conservative
mind In the following comments on the nature of the legislative body:
The aristocratic body, should be as independent
& L^^J
^® firm as the democratic^ If the members
of it are to revert to a dependence on the democratic
choice, the democratic scale will be preponderate^
AII the guards contrived by America have not restrained
the Senatorial branches of the Legislatures fr(»n a
servile complaisance to the democratic^ If the 2d^
branch is to be dependent we are better without it^
To make it independent, it should be for life^ It
will then do wrong, it will be said^ . . • The Rich
will strive to establish their dominion & enslave the
rest^ They always did* They always will^ The proper security agst^ them is to form them into ^a separate interest. The two forces will then control eaeh
other. Let the rich mix with the poor and in a Commercial Country, they will establish an Oligarchy.
Take away commerce, and the democracy will triumph^
Thus it has been all the world over^ So it will be
among us^-'The paramount position held by property is also well
demonstrated by Morris, >^o presiimably was typical of the
self-interested person so glaringly illuminated by Beard*s
research*^

Morris comments that **Life ahd Liberty were

^ Max Farrand (ed^), The Records of the Federal Conlon of 17^7 (4 vols^; New Haven: tale University Press,
), I, 512^ Gouverneur Morris, July 2, 17^7•
^ Charles A^ Beard, An Economic Interpretation of
the Constitution of the United States (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1^29). It is entirely possible that Beard,
while correct in regard to the cupidity of the Founding
Fathera, has caat their motives in a light n^ich seems alien
only to the tenper of modern opinion. To the mind of Locke
or Harrington the behavior of the Fathers would have seemed
unnatural had it been even slightly disinterested.
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generally said to be of more value than property, /^owever,
a n ^ accurate view of the matter would nevertheless prove
that property was the main object of society.

Certainly

it ought to be one measure of the influence due to those
v^o were to be affected by the Government • »»-^
During the first half of the nineteenth century the
concept of equality was gradually transformed into a matter
of practical political thought by two factors^

First, the

assertion of the common man for political equality removed
the concept from the recesses of the ideal in which the
conservative regime had retained it,

Second, the slavery

controversy resulted in examination of the idea of equality
in which by far the most rewarding and coherent work done
on the subject was by Southern thinkers, notably Calhoun^
From neither factor, however, did there arise any influence
which purported to disturb the traditional relationship of
liberty to equality; the former remained paramount, while
the latter existed in the form of an assertion to beccHne
unequal.

^ Farrand, Records, I, 533. G. Morris, July 5, I7Ô7*
Cf. Richard Hofstadter. ^he American Political Tradition^
p^ ix. ••The scuictity of private prôperty, the right of the
individual to dispose of and invest it, the value of opportunity, and the natural evolution of self»interest and
8eIf*>assertion, within broad legal limits, into a beneficent aocial order have been staple tenets of the central
faith in American political ideologies; . . .*»
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The aasertion of the common man was the result of
a dual influence: the frontier contributed an attitude of
faith in the efforts of men to assert themselves, and the
labor movement of the Eaat resulted in a demand for polit*
ical equality vrtiieh ultimrtely resulted in revision of several atate constitutiona.-^
The frontier contributod to the growth of equality

V

as an operative concept in the sense that equality was an
outgrowth of the individual*s auccessful assertion of liberty.

V'

In the atruggle with environment the frontiersman

was soon forced to acknowledge the fact that one man was as
good as another —

a rough sort of equality,

Aeeording to

Turner*s deseription:

r/

Tho Weat was another name for opportunity. Here were
mines to be seised, fertile valleya to be preempted,
all the natural resourees open to the shrewdest and :
the boldest. . . . The self-made man was the Western /
man*8 ideal, was the kind of mcui that all men raight
become.^

^ The controveray over whieh of the two forces —
the West or Eastern labor — was the more important to the
emergence of the common man ia incapable of easy determination. Writers idio emphaaise the force of labor tend to
minimise tha rola of the West as the cradle of demoeraey,
but, at the same time, admit that the West as a geographic
area — the "publio doayiin** -- was a faetor^ Thus Sehleainger aays: *In their jijTworkingman^ attempt to preserve
the economio base of labor action they had a potent ally —
the public domain in the West." Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.,
The Age of Jackaon (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
I95Ô), P- 3 U .
f«^^*$*^u'^tt'^*®^^'î^'^'^?^A yjt^f yrofiUtr j>fí Amerigan
Hiatory (New York: Ronry Holt and Company, 1947)# pp. 212-213.
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In tha senae of the frontier, man as an individual was as
frae —

and equal —

x^

as he was strong enough to be; it is

evident that the frontier contributed to the practical
emergence of equality, but only in the sense that such equality grew out of liberty^
In terms of an ultimate contribution to democracy,
Turner has the following to say in regard to the frontier:
Western democracy through the v^ole of its earlier
period tended to the production of a society of which
the most distinctive fact waa the freed(»n of the
individual to rise under conditions of social mobility, and ndiose ambition was the liberty and wellbeing of the masses,-**

V'^

The influence of the frontier was soon compounded
with the emerging power of labor to threaten the position
of the conservatives^

Although during the nineteenth cen-

tury the fortunes of labor waxed and waned due to cyclical
depressions, their grievances remained essentially the same^
Out of the assertions of labor for an equal portion of the
natlonal income there arose a class conscicusness that was
intensified with subsequent industrial progress^
In the initial stages, the demands of the eastern
workers grew out of the changing pattern of production and
the subsequent loss of social status as a depersonalized
type of production came into use^

A recent scholar has

^ Tumer, The Frontier in American History^ p^ 266^

deaeribed the aituation of labor during the early nineteenth
century:
What the workers of the countzT' basically sought was
the right to share fully in the benefits of national
growth and development, and they felt that under
conditions as they had developed in the IÔ20*s they
were being shut off frCMa opportunities to which they
were entitled^^
It should be evident that by the end of the first
third of the nineteenth century the problem of equality was
one of real political import*

What to the Founding Fathers

had been merely a prospect haunted by probable evils had
become a reality*

Madison*s words at the Constitutional

Convention must have had a curious significance to those
conservatives dealing with the problem in the 1820*&•
Viewing the subject on its merits alone, the freeholders of the country would be the safest depositories
of Republican liberty* In future times a great majority of the people will not only be without land, but
aay other sort of property. These will either combine
under the influence of their common situation, • • •
or which is more probable, they will become the tools
of opulence and ambition, • • •^
The assertions of the common man took the form of
a demand for broader suffrage and less stringent requirements for the holding of political office^

The conflict

^ Foster R. DuIIes, Labor in America (New York:
ThcHnas Y. Crowell Company, 1949j, p» 3t>.
2
Farrand, Records, II, 203-204, Madison, August 7,
I7Ô7.
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between the two factiona is best seen through the efforts
of throe atates —

New York, Virginia and Massachusetts

—

to revise their conatitutions^
The eonservative argument centered around the harm
whieh would be done to property if its utility as a basis
of suffrage and office-holding were removed.

According to

Chancellor Kent, the leading conservative figure in New
York, **the tendency of universal suffrage, is to Jeopardize
the rights of property, and the principles of liberty^**^
More exactly, Kent maintained that the power of property
was such as to require a definite disparity of power; equality and the rights of property were inherently antagonistic^
In hi8 words: **Society is an association for the protection
of property as well as of life, and the individual who contributes only one cent to the common stock ought not to
have the same power and influence in directing the property
concerns of the partnership, as he idio contributes his
thouaands.**^

New York (State), Constitutional Convention, 1821,
Report of the Proceediniss and Debates of the Conyention of
16^1, Assembled ^or the Purpose of_Amending; the Constitutlon
of the State of New York (Albany; £. and £. Horsford> 1821),
p. 22Í. Kent*s cohservatism is reminiscent of that which
characterized the Founding Fathers; it is Kent who, in the
convention, maintained that **our governments are becoming
downright democracies. • .** (p. 164).
2 Ibid.. p. 221.
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The extent to which the conservative proposals to
maintain the status quo were taken apparently arose out of
a knowledge that the holders of property were destined to
be a minority.

Conservative arguments were based on far

more than a mere wish to adhere to the values of the past;
the conservatives were as forward-Iooking as the most rabid
progressive.

It was the vision of the future to *rtiich they

reacted.
Who can undertake to cidculate with any precision,
how many millions of people, this great state will
contain in the course of this and the next century,
and who can estimate the future extent and magnitude
of our commercial portsî The disproportion between
the men of property, and the men of no property,
will be in every society in a ratio to its commerce,
wealth, and population. We are no longer to remain
plain and simpie republics of farmers.i
The conservative argument in Massachusetts was
led by Joseph Story.

A curious note of near-appeasement

entered the comments of Story on the power of property;
one would almost think that he considered the day already
lost for the conaervatives.

His insistence upon the com-

mon benefits which property bestows and that **property is
continufidly changing like the waves of the sea**^ does not

New York, Report of the Proceedings and Debates
of the Conventton or"ltf!gI, . . . 5tate of New Tork, pTlTE.
2 Massachusetts, Constitutional Convention, 1Ô201^21, Journal of Debates and Proceedings in the Convention
of Delegatea Chosen to Revise the Constitution of Massacl usetts (Bbaton: Oaiiv Advertiser, 18^^ 1. p. 286.

•
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rlng In the aame emphatie tonea that Kent»s arguments in
New York did.

However, Daniel Webster reflected the con-

servatism of the Founding Fathers when he said:
All government is a modification of general principles
and general truths, with a view to practical utility^
Personal liberty, for instance, is a clear right, and
is to be provided for; but it is not a clearer right
than the right of property, though it may be more important. It is thorefore entitled to protection. But
property is also to be protected; and when it is remamberad, how great a portion of the people of this
State possess property, I cannot understand how its
protection or ita infiuence is hostile to their rights
and privileges.l
As in the conventions of New York, the basic question for Virginia was the expanaion of the suffrage or,
put in other terms, the aboliahing of freehold qualifications for voting and office«>hoIding^

Conservative argu-

ments in Virginia were marked by an intensity caused by the
presence of John Randolph^

His attitude was intensely hos-

tile to the proposed changes; he is said to have commented:
**I love liberty, and I hate equality^**^

Behind the tenac- ^'

ity of the conservative attitude was the basic distrust of

^ Massachusetts, Journal of Debates and Proceedings
• • . Convention . . . Constitution of Massachusetts^ p^ 317,
2 Quoted without reference in Max Lerner, America
As A Civilisation (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1957),
p. 3ti..
Cf • G^ W^ Johnson, Randolph of Roanoke (New York:
Minton Balch & Company, 1929), p. l3. Johnson quotes Randolph as having commented, **I love Juatice and hate equal«
ity.»*
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man whieh had charactarised the Founding Fathers; Randolph,
of course, reflected this pessimism to a greater extent
than any of the other conservatives.

He saw a democratic ,y

tendency as disastrous; **a rat hole will let in the ocean,**^
was his summary.
Replies to the conservative position were couched

^

in terms of interpretations of natural rights and appeals
to the values of the revolutionary era. For the most part,
however, the moat telling arguments —
above mere rhetorie —

those which rose

were those which pointed to the grow-^ "^

ing forca of reform aupport.
ly asaerted hia power.

In short, the common man open-

In so doing, the aanctity of proper-

ty was scarcely dijainished; in fact, the common man asserted
his right to possess and expreased the desire aimply to
acquire and use property.
In the Virginia convention, the universal desire
for property was evident.
• i

••

The generality of mankind, doubtless, desire to become
owners of property: left tr%B to reap the fruit of
their labours, they will seek to acquire it honestly^
It can naver ba their interest to overburden, or render precarious, what they themselves desire to enjoy
in peaee. But ahould they ever prove as base as the
argument supposes, force alone; arms, not votes, could
effect their deaigns; and when that shall be attempted,
what virtue is there in Constitutional restrictions,
•-•

- i ,

••

.«».,',^
•'

1.,
w

^ Virgiilla, Proceedings and Debates of the yirginia
State Convention of 1829-30 ( ichmond; Rltchie and Cook,

1530), p. U'h
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in mere WAUC and paper, to withstand itî^
Another argument of the Virginia advocates of reform amounted to a prediction which reflected the changes so rapidly
taking place in America; perhaps no other statement of the
period of constitutional reform so well represents the
direction that class divisions were taking^
Were we disposed to act in that manner, or should
our children be so disposed /^reference to charge of
irresponsible rapacity of the masses 7, it would only
be necessary to look at the census of 1790, • • • to
enable you to discover how feeble would be the resistance you would shortly be able to make to such violence^
You may there see, that a race is rising up with astonishing rapidity, sxifficientlv strong and powerfiil to
/
burst asunder any chain by imich you may attempt to
v^
bind them, • • •^
The common man waa able to make his influence felt
on the national level through the efforts of Andrew Jackson
and the partieular philosof^y of government thus brought
to the national scene^

Jacksonian democracy was based on

the belief *>that there was a deep-rooted conflict in society between the *producing* and *non-producing* classes —
the farmers and laborers, on the one hand, and the business
community on the other***^

^ Virginia, Proceedings and Debates of the Virginia
State Convention of 1829«»30> P* ^^*
2 Ibid.. pp. 86*87.
3 Schlesinger, The Age of Jackson^ p. 306^
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The liberal predecessors of Jacksonian democracy

V

had been interested in achieving political equality,^ but
having once aequired a degree of political equality, what
was the position of economic equality?

The Jacksonians

.,/

were faced with a problem in economics v^ich the democratic
state had never before faced in any realistic sense, and
which it has never ceased facing since.
As a representative issue, the bank controversy
demonstrates the attitude of the Jacksonian mind^^

Jack-

sonian democracy was a combination of two impulses: first,
there existed a desire to aid the effoarts of the common
man —

the £astern laborer and the Western farmer —

in

taking advantage of natural opportunities; second, a strong
laisses faire influence caused efforts to be made to separate the functions of business and government^

Both motives

were complementary.
The national bank was viewed as a breach of both
teneta of the Jackaonian economic outlook.

It was a decided-

ly unpopular establishment; the western farmer and banker
resented eontrol over and suppression of the credit system,
and the Saatern worker deaired relief from the rising cost

^ Schlesinger, The Ajee of Jackson> p^ 313. Cf^
T. V. Smith, *»The Transcendental Derivation of Eq\iality in
America,** Ethics, XXXV (July, 1925), 164-188^
2 Ibid., ch^ XXIV.
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of living by means of credit.

From both directions, the

bank was viewed aa the kingpin of all the common economic
ailments of the early period of Jackson*s administration^^
The existence of the bank under the charter granted
by the government made it a flagrant violation of laissea
faire principles. It was not a national bank in the common
sense of the word; it waa a purely private corporation,
but one which had one-fifth of its capital subscribed by
the national govemment and which served also as the repository of the public funds. It enjoyed practically all of
the immunities of a governnent corporation.
Legislation to re-charter the bank was introduced
into Congress in January of 1832•
on July 3 for signature^

It was sent to Jackson

Jackson chose to veto the bill

and, in so doing, delivered a message which reflected the
views of the Jacksonian economic-political attitude.
Distinctions in society will always exist under every
Just government^ Equaiity of talents, of education,
or of wealth cannot be produced by human institutions^
In the enjoyment of the gifts of Heaven and the fruits
of superior industry, econcmiy, and virtue, every man
ia equally entitled to protection by law; but when
the laws undertake to add to these natural and Just
advantages artificial distinctions, to grant titles,
gratuities, and exclusive privileges, to make the rich
richer and the potent more powerful, the humble members of society — the farmers, mechanics, and laborers -»- who have neither the time nor the means of
securing like favors to themselves, have a ri^t to

^ Sehleainger, The Age of Jackson. ch. VII.
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complain of the injustice of the Government^ There
are no necessary evils in government* Its evils exist
OBly in its abuses^ If it would confine itself to
equal protection, and, • . • shower its favors alike
on the high and the low, the rich and the poor, it
would be an unqualified blessing.-*The emphasis upon the ideal of liberty in comparison
to that of equality is evident in Jackson*s veto message^
As Hofstadter hae described it:
Certainly this is not the philosophy of a radical
leveling movement that proposes to uproot property or
to reconstruct society along drastically different
lines.
t proceeda upon no Utopian premises — full
equality is impossible, *«distinctions will always
exist,** and reward ahould rightly go to *'8uperior industry, economy, and virtue.** What is demanded is
only the elaasic bourgeois ideal, equality before the
law, the restriction of government to equal protection
of its citizens. This is the philosophy of a rising
middle class; its aim is not to throttle but liberate
buainess, to open every posaible pathway for the creative enterprise of the people^^
Recognition of the changing character of American
life was evldent in controversiea other than that centering
around the bank^

In violation of their laissez faire beliefs,

the Jacksonians levied tariffs upon the South, thus fomenting economic strife leading to strong sectionalism^

In the

years batween I83O and I86O, roughly, disputes between the
North and the South centered around the queations of slavery

^ U* S. Regjater of Debates in Con^ress, 22nd Congress, Ist Seaa., I832, VIII, Part 3, Appendix, 79.
2 Hofatadter, The American Political Tradition, ?• 62•
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and the nature of the federal union^

£ach question was

aimply a ramification of the basic conflict between two
econcBÍc aystema.
Tho alavery question presented clear«cut arguments
concerning the more obvious question of equality as a
moral problem.

Writers such as Garrison, Channing and

PhiUips presented arguments which in varying degrees advocatod that the nogro should be free. In general, the
abolitionist movement harked back to the natural rights
philoaophy and the idea that the negro should be given freedom and equality by virtue of his humanity.

The sentiments

of the Daclaration of Independence were translated freely
in support of the abolitionist position.

Primary emphasis

was laid upon the need of the negro to be free, but equality in a literal sense was never entertained.^
The question of the nature of the union was largely
inatitutional rather than ideological.

Except for the posi-

tien of the slave, the South was in agreament with the North

^ The slavery controversy was an interlude in the
development of the American ideoiogy^ No lasting ideological contribution was made by the siavery controversy, per
se. In fact, the course of events since emancipation has
removed slaYory and related quostions of equality from the
main stream of American egalitarian thought. See Gabriel,
The Course of American Democratic Thpught^ pp. 141-148^
Cf^ Henry Alonso Myers^ Are Men Equai? (New York: G. P.
Putnam^s and Sona, 1945), ch. IV, and T. V. Smith, The
American Philoaophy of Eouality (Chicago: The University
©f Chicago h-ess, Í927j, ch. II.
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in rogard to tha validity of the democratic ideology.^
MoweTor, tha South was well aware of changes taking place
in the eeonomy of America; aoutharners realized that they
were rapldXy baeaeiing a minority within the economic structure.

As Hofatadter deacribes the situation:

After I83O, when abolitionism began to be heard,
the 3outh*8 revolt was directed inereasingly against
this alleged menace. liere is little point in debatIng whether fear of abolition or^fear of further
econoBiic exploitation was more important in stimulating Southem militancy and tuxming the Southern mind
toward secession. The North, if the balance of power
tumed conpletely in its favor, could both reduee the
planter claas to econiMic bondage and emancipate its
alaves. Southarn loadera tharefore concentrated on
fighting for the sectional equilibrium without making
any artifieial diatinctiona about their reasons.^
By far the most outstanding of the Southern leaders
was John C. Calhoun.

While some Southern writers such as

Fitzhugh and Harper attempted to Justify slavery, Calhoun
went further.

In his Exposition and Protest and Disquisi-

tion on Government Calhoun penetrated to the heart of the
economic problem involved and presented a theoiry of government deaigned to protect the rights of minorities, such as
the South was rapidly becoming^

In so doing, Calhoun fore-

saw the conaequences of American econ<»&ic development^
Although hia ideas of imllification and the concurrent

i Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Thou^ht^
p. 10.

7^^79^

2 Hofatadter, The American Political Tradition, pp,
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majority were presented at a time when nationalism prevented even their consideration, their basic prw&ises were
founded upon a view of society as a congeries of groups.
To Calhoun, moreso than to Madison, faction meant economic
classes; and eeonomic claases in conflict were bound to
produce a minority in need of institutional jMrotection.
His insight into the future of American life is well expreaaod in a comment frcm hia Sxposition and Protest; '•After we /~the South^/ are exhausted, the contest will be
between the capitálists and operatives; for into these two
classes it must, ultimately, divide society.**^
Such seemingly enli^tened thought should not obscure the fact that Calhoun was grounded in the pessimism
toward man which characterized the mind of the Enlightenment.

A Calvinistic background prepared him to consider

man an esaentially self-interested being.

It is precisely

man^s aelf-interest %riiich, according to Calhoun, makes
neceasary the formation of govemment; this formation takes
place after the social state, idiich is man*s primary atate
of being.2

From this premise, Calhoun's argument proceeds^

^ John C^ Calhoun, Works, ed^ Richard K^ Cralle
(6 voIa«; New York: D. Applaton and Company, 1859)» VI, 26^
2 John C. Calhoun^ A Disquisition on Government»
ad. C. G. Poat (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 1953),
pp. 4-5»
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Since man is a self-interested being, it follows
that conflict will mark both society and government.

The

suffrago will not reduce the tendency, and there will reault
a pattern of conflict between the numerical majority which
/

rules and the minority n^ich is ruled.

The only way to

reaolve the conflict and allow government to realize its
objectives of liberty and power is to give to each interest,
whether majority or minority, *»either a conciirrent voice
in making and executing the laws or a veto on their execution.wi
Government must necessarily be a function of power
and liberty; the community must be protected from injustice
and anarchy from within and danger from without^

To pre-

vent internal weakness, it is necessary to strengthen and
perfect society^

Man*s inclination to better his condition

is the source of such progress; he must be free to pursue
his aelf-interest^

However, the limits set by the safety

and well*being of the community prevent liberty from becoming license^

'•If power /^which represents the tendency

toward well-being and safety^/ he necessary to secure to
liberty the fruits of ita exertions, liberty, in turn, repays power with interest —

by increased population, wealth,

and other advantages which progress and improvement bestow

p. 20.

^ John C. Calhoun, A Diaouisition on Goveri-n ient
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on the community.-^

It follows that the less enlightened

the community, the greater the role of power at the expense
of liberty; converaely, the greater the degree of enlightenment, the greater the role of liberty.

When the two come

in conflict, the concept of liberty must yield to power
for the preservation of the community, which is the paramount interest.
In its application to individuals, Calhoun regards
liberty as aomething to be earned and thus not something
which is equally extended to all individuals without discrimination^
It is a reward to be earned, not a blessing to be
gratuitoualy lavished on all alike — a reward reserved for the intelligent, the patriotic, the
virtuous and deserving, and not a boon to be bestowed
on a people too ignorant, degraded, and vicious to
be capabie either of appreciating or of enjoying it^^
In addition to the fallacy that liberty is a right
extending to all, Calhoun treats another fallacy: the idea
that "liberty cíUMiot be perfect without perfect equality.**^
He comments as follows:
That they are united to a certain extent, and that
equality of citizens, in the eyes of the law, is

mmÊmtmmmmmmÊÊÊÊmmtÊmk

I Calhoun, A Disquisition on Government, p. 41
2 Ibid., pp* 42-43.
3 Ibid^, p. 43,
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essential to liborty in a popular goveriunent is conceded. But to go further and make equality of conditipn essential to liberty would be to deatroy both
ÍiDerty and progress^ Tne reason is that inequality
of condition, whila it is a necessary consequence of
liberty, is at the same time indispensable to progress^
. . . t ia, indeed, this inequality of condition
between the front and rear ranks, in the march of
progroaa, which gives so atrong an impulse to the
former to maintain their position, and to the latter
to press forward onto their files. This gives to
progress its greatest impulse^^
The period from 1820 to 1860 saw the practical emergence of equality, aa has boen noted«

What was most sig-

nificant in tho poriod was the gradual movement toward viewing society as a elass structure within which definite
conflicta oxiated^

The reaolution of these conflicts was

deemed to be the responsibility of no agency in either government or society^

An older, conservative group felt that

it was the duty of government to preserve the rights of
property so as to preaerve the stability of society, but
another group considered the duty of government to lie in
a paasive areluctance to repreaent the interests of any one
social or eeonomic group.
other was progressive.

One group was reactionary; the

Only Calhoun seemed able to recog-

nize the aignificance of both views and embrace them in a
political philosophy.
The riaa of a buainess civilization was imminent;

^ Calhoun, A Diaquiaition on Government, pp. 43-44^
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within such a eivilization the eonfliet of groups was a
certainty.

The Civil War redueed what opportunity the na-

tion had to adjust to the new pattern of life being impoaed
by the buainess civilization.

In terms of ideology, Amer-

ica was unprepared to cope with the problema of the Gilded
Age which moteorically arose after the war.
The post-Civil War era was one in which the nation
was relatively certain of its ideological bearings. There
was little or no need to look to the past in search of
principles on idiich to found governmental relations; the
direction of national interest and energy was to the future^
The frontier generated a renewed attitude of optimism and
provided a means of social escape, if needed^
of acquiring wealth were at hand.
ehange seemod imminent«

New methods

The era was one in whieh

Vemon L* Parrington has described

it in the following way:
In tho meanwhile — in the confused interregnum between
reigns — America would be little more than a welter of
erude energy, a raw unlovely society where the atrife
of eompetition with its prodigal waste testified to the
ahortoominga of an age in process of transition. The
apirit of tho frontier was to flare up in a huge buccaneering orgy^ Having swept across the continent to the
Pacific coast like a visitation of locusts, the frontiar spirit turned back upon its course to conquer the
Eaat, infecting the new industrialism with a crude individualiam, fouling the halla of Congress, despoiling
the public domaia, and indulging in a huge national
barbecue • • . /^lt wasJZ perhapa the most characteristically native, the most Ameriean, in our total history.^

Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought.
III, 5-

^^^iHSB

Two faotora in the period after the Civil War were
Qf priiaary importance in the development of American democratic idoals. First waa tho riae of induatry and the emergonce of Ita **captain8.** Second was the growth and developmont oi Darwiiiian thought.

The merging of these two factors

brought changes to the idoological pattern of American
doiiocraey wkich necesaitated the discarding of values long
asaociatad with its ideals. By the time the interaction
of tho two factora had run its course and the ideological
duat had aettled, individuaXism and limited government were
among the chief victima.
As early as 1835, Tocqueville, in noting the propenaity of dottocratic societies for industrial enterprise,
alao notad tho tendency toward induatrial aristocracy.

His

worda have a diaturbing partinence to the preaent subject.
«

As the conditions of men constituting the nation
bocome more and more e^ial, the demands for manufacturing CQomoditiea beccsne more general and extensive, and
tho cheapnoas that placea these objects within the
reach of slender fortunes becc»aes a great element of
auccoaa. • • • Thua, in proportion as the mass of the
nation turns to democracy, that particular class which
i« ongagod in manufacturea becoraes more aristocratic^
The emerging capitalism of the post-CiviI War
period found an existing ideological pattern well suited

Alaxia de TocquoviIIe, i^ristocracy in America^
ad. PhiIIipa^Bradlay (2 rola,; Now tork: Vintage Books,
1958), II, 169-170.
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to the expanaion of business.

The pred(»&inance of the

froe individual as an institution, the complementary concept Of the limited state expressed in a laisses faire
policy, the insulation of the American scene from outside
sources of axploitation, and the dignity of business and
commerce were factors which combined to form the Gospel of
Wealth.

As Gabriel i^ases it:

The gospel of wealth was the intellectual concept
of a generation that had stumbled upon easy money in
a terrain well protected by nature from foreign brigands. It was the result produced when the indivi^ali:im of a simpler agricultural and commercial civilisation was carried over into a society luxuriating in
all essential natural resources.-^
In terms of the basic duality of liberty and equality, tho Gilded Age was one which both supported the relationahip established by the egalitarian movements of Jacksonian democracy and, at the same time, destroyed it. The
inequalities ariaing out of the Gilded Age were essentially
the result of values developed by an age which had considered
itself to be ehallenging the forces of inequality.

Ultimate-

ly, the Gilded Age was forced to provide a rationale deaignad to ahow that such inequality was a part of the natural order of things.
Such a rationale was soon forthcoming in the form

Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Thought^
p. 16I.
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of evolutionary thought.

More precisely, the basis of the

now ratlonale was in the form of what has been called
Social Darwiniam.i
caption in America.

Darwinian thought received a ready reAa Hofstadter has commented: **The

Unitod atatea during the laat three decades of the ninetoonth and at the beginning of the twentieth century was
the Darwlnian country.**^

The impact of Darwinism upon Amer-

ican political, econcnaic and social thought was two-fold;
on the one hand, it provided a rationale for the Gilded Age,
and on tha other, provided a countervailing rationale for
the age of roform^^

^ The distinction between evolutionary thought and
Social Darwiniam is not proaented from any motive to quibble. Evolutionary thou^t is a most inclusive subject
which haa roference to any number of disciplines. Cf •
Stow Persons (ed^), EvoIutionary_Thought in America (New
York: Goorge BraziIIer, Inc^, 19^6j. Social barwinism is,
in America, the attempt to apply the evolutionary thought
of Charloa Darwin to the social, economic, and political
problems of the modern era. An historicai analogy is found
in the application of Newtonian physics to the poiitical,
social^ and economic problems of an earlier age. See
Rlohard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought
(New York: George Braziller, ínc^, 1959).
^ Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought^
PP. 4*5* Cf. T* V. Smith, *»The American Doctrine of Equality in the Light of Evolutionism,** Ethics, XXXV (July, 1925),
377-403•
'^ The best statement of this idea is contained in
Sdward S. Corwin, **The Impact of the Idea of Evolution on
the American Political and Constitutionai Tradition,** in
Stow Persons (ed.), Evolutionary Thought in Americaj pp.
182-199.
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Tho Oildod Age, as pravioualy indicated, waa the
roault of forcea at work in American economics whieh traced
their origina to the formative stages of the Amerieam ideology^

In ahort, the period did not owe its existence to

OToIutionary thought; however, in seeking to juatify prerogativea within its ideological surroundings, it first
looked to tho foimof evolution advanced by Herbert Spencer*
Speneer was himsolf a product of the induatrial
age; his training had originally been as a civil engineer,
and his interests had led him to examine the problems of
the induatrial environment in Bngland^

As Hofstadter haa

deacribed Spencer's thought: ••if"His^ was a systera conceived in and dedicated to an age of steel and steam engines, competition, axploitation, and atruggle^**^
Sponeer*s thought was a oongeries of ideaa which
contained elomonts of natural law, roligion, clasaioal eeonomios, conaervative aeionee, and individualism.

**In ahort,

Spencer»3 gonoralised theory of evolution explained evervthing —

it was xmivoraal. . • . A great god callod Evolu*

tion had the univorse, . . • in its grip and was hurrying
it toward aome far off divine event, willy-nilly.**^

•^ Hofatadter, ^ocial Darwiniam in American Ty^ought.
p. 35.
2 Corwin, »The Impact of the Idea of Evolution on
the American Politieal and Conatitutional Tradition,"* in
Poraons, Evolutionarv Thought in America. p^ 185*
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There waa comparatively little in Spencer that offended
intelleetual and roligious elements in America to the extent that Darwin*s thought did^

In particular Spencer*s

idea of the Unknowable aided the acceptance of evolutionary
thought.

Spencer axpresses it in the following way:

By continually seeking to know and being continually
thrown back with a deepened conviction of the impossibility of knowing, we may keep alive the consciousness that it is alike our highest wisdom and our
highest duty to regard that through which all things
exist as The Unknowable^-^
In Spencerian thought the struggle of man with man
for existence was primary; this struggle was paralleled by
atrife in both the animal and social worlds.
Aa carried on throughout the animate world at
large, the struggle for existence has been an indiapensable means to evolution. Not simply do we see
that in the competition among individuals of the same
kind, aurvival of the fittest, haa from the beginning
furthered production of a higher type; but we see
that the unceaaing warfare between aoecies is mainly
due to both growth and organization.^
To go further, the social implications of the conflicts were
evident in industrial society*

i Herbert Spencer, First Principles (New York: The
De Witt Revolving Rund, Inc^, 195S), pp^ 1Í23-124.
Herbert Spencer, The Principles pf Sociology (3
•;
New
York: D^ Appleton and Company, 1898), II, 240^
vols

' w r w p ™ ^ . ' T ? / ^ ••
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Living and working within the restraints imposed by
one another*s presence, justice requires that indiTiduals shall aoverally take the consequences of their
conduct, neither increased nor decreased^ The superior shall have the good of his superiority; and the inferior the evil of his inferiority^
Por when, the struggle for existence between societies by war having ceased, there remains only the industrial struggle for existence, the final survival
and sproad must be on the part of those societies
v^ich produce the largest number of the best individuals — individuals best adapted for the life in the
industrial state^-'Since the evolutionary process was one of growth
and organization, Spencer contended that growth was a matter of specialization of functions^

If the cosmic quality

of his thought were kept in mind, the evolution of the
industrial state implied a consequent devolution of the
political state, at least as an instrument of control^

To

think otherwise was to break faith with a natural process^
Be it in an animal or be it in a society, the progress
of organization is constantly shown by the multiplication of particular structures adapted to particuiar
ends^ Everywhore we see the law to be that a part
which originally served several purposes and achieved
none of thom weil, becomes divided into parts each
of which performs one of the purposes, and, acquiring
specially-adapted structures, performs it better^ • • <
It remains here to point out that it is further illustrated in a largor way, by the division vdiich has
arisen, and will grow ever more decided, between the
functions of the govemmental organization as a whole,
and the functions of the other organizations which
the society includes^ • • • Unless we assume that the
end has now been reached, the implication is that with
future progress of industrialism, these correlative

^ Spencer, The Principles of Sociology, II, 610•
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changos will continue• . . •
Along with this progressing limitation of political functiona, haa gone increasing adaptation of
political agencies to the protecting fuiiction, and
botter diBchargo of it«^
It should be evident from the foregoing that the
advocatea of the Gospel of Wealth would embrace Spencerian
thought with alacrity.
of Spencer:

Hofstadter notes this when he says

**Some part of his success probably came because

he was telling the guardians of American society what they
wanted to hear^**^ One need only refer to Lochner vs. New
York to note the impact of Spencerian thought and its service to the Gilded Age.
The full import of Spencerian thought in regard to
the democratic ideology is perhaps best seen throu^ its
chief intellectual spokesman in America, William Graham
Sumner.

Juat as Spencer had presented a cosmic scheme which

appealed to the idealism and the cupidity of men like Carnegie, Sumner presented a picture of economic and social harmony brought about by the following of one*s self interest^
Not only did Sumner demonstrate to men of wealth that there
might be good and bad wealth, that *'there is an insolence

^ Spencer, The Principles of Sociolo/s^y, II, 659-660•
2 Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought,

p. 46»
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of %iealth, as there is an inaolence of rank,**^ he also
demonstrated that the worker, as a member of the econcmiic
system, ahould act also in his own self-interest^

Por the

laborer to do so was to the advantage of the industrialist;
in short, aelf-interest was a reciprocal arrangement between
two **cla8se8** each engaged in productive effort^^

Yet,

each **owed** the other nothing^
Sumner ombodied all of the intellectual vigor of
the Qoapol of Wealth; he represented the marriage of the
ideological heritage of the pre-CiviI War era and the ideology of new, evolutionary values^

The major premises of

his Bocial philoaophy were derived from Spencer,3 but except for the concept of the struggle for survival, Spencerian thought was largely implicit in Sumner.

The harm

done to the cosmic process of evolution by state interference, for example, is not explicitly mentioned*

In fact,

Sumner seldcxsi thought in terms of cosmic values^
In this respect, Sumner*s view of the role of the
State was curiously free of idealism and yet was somewhat
similar to sentiments expressed by the Pounding Fathers in

WiIIiam Graham Sumner, What Social Classes Owe to
Each Other (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1884), p. 103.
^ Ibiá«» PP* 88*89.

p^ 55*

3 Hofatadter, Social Dairwinism in American Thoughta

~
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regard to the aanctity of property^

His idea of the pursuit

of happiiloaa waa a rather material one^
The notion of civil liberty which we have inherited
ia that of a atatua created f or the individual by laws
and institu'tionsj the effect of which is that each man
ia guaranteed the uae of all his own powers excluslvely
for his own welfare. . . . It is not to be admitted
for a momont that liberty is a means to social ends,
and that it may be impaired for major considerations.
. . . It i8 not at ali the function of the state to
make men happy. They must make themselves happy in
their own way, and at their own risk.^
DoBOeracy, in order to be true to itself, and to develop into a sound working system, must oppose the same
eold resiatance to any claima for favor on the grounda
of poverty, as on the ground of birth and rank,^
The State gives equal rights and equal chances Just
bocauae it does not mean to give anything elae. It
sets each man on his feet, and gives him leave to run,
Just because it does not mean to carry him.3
One view of the evolutionary process as applied to
social problema, vdiich Sumner apparently tried to solve
with self-interest, was that of man»s struggle with his
environment.

Sumner, in fact, expressed the idea perhaps

unknowingly and, certainly, negatively, in the following
manner:

**The functions of the State lie entirely in the

conditions of chances under vdiich the pursuit of happiness
ia carried on, so far as these conditions or chances can

^ Sumner, What Social Classes Owe . • • , p^ 34<
^ Ibid., p. 37.
3 Ibid., p. 41.

i..
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be affected by civil organization^**^
The **conditions or chances** mentioned by Sumner
amount to the idea of environment^

In Sumner*s view, the

proper environment was one of laissez faire; industry was
a free agent in tho onvironmental stmggle, and the functions
of the State were negative, to say the most^

Other views

Of the environment v^ich Sumner was Justifying placed industry in a far less wholeaome light^

If the findings of

the Muckrakera, for example, be taken as an extreme view,
the role of industry in the environmental stmggle was that
of a pradator^

However, in spite of mounting criticism

Sumner was juatifying an established regime n^ich was not
as yet serioualy threatened by criticism^
Before proceeding to the riae of serious criticism
of the induatrial era^ it should be noted that the rationale
adopted by the Gilded Age contained implications which
affected the future course of American democratic ideology^
The traditional poaition of liberty in relation to equality
waa aomewhat altored by the changing social conditions of
the age»

Disparities of wealth and, particularlyj opportu-

nity appearedÁ

The primacy of liberty in the ideological

pattarn waa atrongthoned; and^ in fact, the position of
equality was considerably weakened^

^ Siuttner, What Social Classes Owe^ • • , pp^ 35-36^

-;,. v^f*
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Another effect of evolutionary thought was the
changed outlook toward political problems^

No longer could

political discussion be compartmentalized to the extent that
it had been.

The interaction of social, political, and,

particularly, economic forcea became a factor to be conaidered in appraising situationa calling for any type of
larga-ocale action, especially in regard to the State.
A l*etort to the views of the Spencer-Sumner school
of thought was provided by Lester Prank Ward.

Where Spen-

cer and Siimner had viewed the evolutionary process as
essentially a unitary process —

one that found analogies

of animal behaviour and change in human institutions

—

Ward looked upon the evolutionary process as basically
dual —

there was a human level different and distinct frcM

the animal and biological levels.^

The human species sur-

vived **because he acquired the power of resisting the influences which swept other species away.**^

To paraphrase

the idea, **WhiIe environment transforms the animal, man
transforms the environment. *'3 Ward's own criticisms of the

See Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought,
p. 74 for a discussion of this point.
2 Leater P. Ward, Dynamic Sociology (2nd ed.; New
York: D. Appleton and Company, Í926), p. 475•
3 Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought,

p. 74.
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Spencer-Sumner school contain the germ of what Gabriel calls
the **beneficent state^**^
Just as Comte could complain that the philosophy
of Hobbes, Locke, and Voltaire was negative, so it may
now be maintained that the school of Mill, Spencer,
and Piske is also negative^ PrcHn the purely statical
stage of the former the latter has also advanced to
the passively dynamic stage, which recognizes only the
changes wrought by Nature, unaided by Art; but, before
the science of society can be truly founded, another
advance must be made, and the actively dynamic stage
reached, in which social i^enQmena shall be contemplated as capable of inteiligent control by society
itself in its own interest^^
Ward's idea of •*intelligent control by society**
was advanced primarily in the interests of advancing the
progress of his discipline^

In order to put the knowledge

of sociology to work in the improvement of the human situation Ward advanced ideas which, in their use of terms such
as "collective telesis,** were full of academic, almost
utopian, ideas and i^rases^

However, according to Hofstad-

ter:
In his anticipation of social planning and his
historical perspective on the limitations of laissez
faire, aa well aa in his ewpaign against biological
socioiogy, Ward did much to relieve American thinking
from its uncritical preoccupation with the conservative

^ Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Thought^
p. 219.
2 Ward, Dynamic Sociology, pp. xxv-xxvi^
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uaes of ninoteenth-century science.-^
The fact that Ward was able to answer the evolutionary arguments of the Spencer-Sumner school with arguments
from the same source is an indication of the role that
scientific thought was beginning to play in social thought
and reform.

Considering the gross inequalities of the Gild-

ed Age, v^ich were of such a nature as to become the pred<miinate issue of the subsequent era,^ it was perhaps fortunate that science, rather than a more extreme ideological
base, was able to provide a rationale with which to oppose
th. progress ef lndU8try.3
n adopting a scientific approach to reform, even
the advocates of the Social Gospel, for example, ccHm&itted
themselves with the rest of the movement to the prevailing
mood of the day; **their belief in an evitable process toward
a better order on earth —

the Kingdom of God —

was forti-

fied by the evolutionary dogtaa.**^ The main point is.

^ Hofstadter, Social Darwiniam in American Thought^
p. Ô4*
2 See Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic
Thought. p. 245.
^ The closing of the frontier in the latter decades
of the nineteenth century obviated use of the same device
used to rectify a similar problem in Jackson*s time^
4 Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thou^t,
p. lOé.
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however, that roform waa forced by its scientific baeis in
evolutionary thought to adopt many of the general views of
the Spencer«-Sumner school. Reform, while concerned with
the inoqiialities of the social situation, was forced to
admit their existence and the reason for them, and, further*
more, that there was a seemingly natural tendency for them
to ariae.

In ahort^ the concept of liberty remained para-

mount in American ideological development; it was the effect of thia liberty that was to be controlled in the eyes
of the reform moveraent.

At best, the emphasis upon equali-

ty in the ideology of ref orm amounted to an equality of
opportunity to become unequal.
Itie fact that much of the reform movement was
premised in scientific thought by no means indicates that
all reform was so motivated.

On the contrary, much of the

impetus for reform stemmed fron the Populist sentiment as
it was abaorbed into the Progressive movement^^

Populism,

which was an oppapring of Jacksonian values, was tempered
by the Progresaive, urban outlook^

This was another indi-

I

cation of the fact that it was in essentially the same
position of provious reform movements; that is, the ideolog*
ical valuea of liberty were predominant, while egalitarian
values were strong, but secondary*

i Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1955), p. 133";
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AXthoagh Ward furnished an intellectual basis for
reform, thia ia not to say that tangible reform stemmed
directly from his offorts or from those of men like him.
The eulmination of the roform movement, the New Deal, had
no grmnd theory to use as a guide; it was a practical answer
to a practieal situation.

The steps from the positive

state in theory and the positive state in practice constitute the history of reform; the diverse directions, both
of an intellectual and practical nature, taken by reformers
account for the lack of theoretical bases for the culminating stages of the movement^
In cc»Qmitting an intellectual generation to the
science of aociety and in devoting the services of knowledge
to the improvement of mankind, Ward also committed an
intellectual generation to the critical examination of an
entire political, social, and economic heritage^

The basis

for much of the heritage had been the asaumption of atomistic
individualism^

This was one of the first targets of the

social scientist^
Between the Spanish-American War and the outbreak
of the Pirat World War there was a great restlessness
in American society, which inevitably affected the
patterna of speculative thought. The old scheme of
thought was repeatediy assaiied by critics who were
in sympathy with the new spirit of the Progressive era.
The intollactiial friction engendared by this discontent fired the energies and released the critical
talents of new minds in history, economics, sociology,
antJiropoIogy, and law^ The result was a minor renaissance in American social thought, a renaissance v;hich
saw in a rolyatlvely ahort span of years the rise to
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ttromiJlOneo of Charlea A. Beard, Prederick Jackson
Turner, Thorstein Veblen, John R. Commons, John Dewey,
Pranz Boas, Louia D. Brandeis, and Oliver Wendell
Holmes.
It Í8 eaaier to enumerate the achievements of
thia renaissance than to eharacterize its intellectual aaaumptions, but certainly its leading figures
did share a common consciousness of society as a
colloctive whole rather than a congeries of individual atoms^ They shared also an understaziding of the
need for ompirical reaearch and accurate description
rather than theoretical speculation cast in some
traditional mold.-^
It must be remembered that the renaissance mentioned
by Hofstadter was only one facet of an entire period of
change.

The Progressive era can be viewed as a status revo-

lution,^ in addition to an intellectual renaissance. A
part of this revolution had precedents in the early tiays
of the post-CiviI War period >^en group associations first
emerged^

Most of the groups formed were efforts to pre-

serve the idea of the free individual,^ but by the time the
Progressive era was well under way, the group had become
master of the individual^4

The broader aspects of the

status revolution concerned the threat of the new industrial
gjTOup to the Mugwump and the tranafer of the interests of

^ Hofatadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought,
pp, I6Ô-I69.
^ Hofstadter, The Age of Reform, ch. IV.
3 Qabriel, ^Hie Qourae of American Democratic Thought,
p. 207.
^ Ibid., p* 354*
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the Kugwump to the middle classes.
Progressivism, in short, was to a very considerable
extent lad by men who suffered from the events of their
time not through a shrinkage on their means but through
the changed patterns in the distribution of deference
and power.^
The combining of the purely intellectual aspects
of the Progresaive movement with the status revolution to
form the realization of governmental action was aubject to
a factor of the American political ideology the roots of
which may be found in the Convention of 17^7*

Theodore

Hoosevelt, in asserting the power of government against the
trusts, was well aware of the fact that the Progressive
mind, in spite of its strong reformist sentiments, was as
fearful of excessive or partisan government as were the
tmiats.

Consequently, Roosevelt was forced to acknowledge

the neutrality of the government insofar as its motives
were concemed.2
The fact that the Progrossive demand for reform as
a status revolution occurred in a period of prosperity had
much to do with the limited nature of the government*s assexiiion of power in the reform era.

The result was the fact

that the governmental role in reform was practically limited

1 Hofstadter, The Age of Reform^ p. 135»
2 Ibid., pp^ 232-233.
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to truats and conservation insofar as new assertions of
power were concerned^

The full implications of the uses

of govornmental power found in the intellectual phaae of
the Progrossive era were not realized until the advent of
the New Deal^
The Pirst World War marked the end of the Progressive era^

At war»s end the country reverted to the basic

tenets of the Gilded Age^

The post-war period was one of

disillusionment for d«&ocratic nationa; reform ideaa were
seldom advanced in an age that was uncertain of the worth
of its traditional goals, and there developed a tendency
to revert to the period of American history which had at
least been certain^
Herbort Hoover epitomised the qualities which had
brou^t America ita success and world position; his reputation in business, humanitarian endeavor, and government
service made him the ideological hero of the poat-war
period^

His ideas of rugged individualism smacked of Sum-

ner; for a period of time the Gilded Age lived again^
The Depression of 1929 was an experience of national proportion which necesaitated reform and which diseredited the reaetionary ideals of the renascent Gilded Age
seemingly for all time«

The image of Hoover changed almost

ovomiglit to one of filth and decay^

*»HooverviIles,»» or

tarpaper villages, were mock symbols of a loss of faith in
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a previoua way of life^-^
Pranklin D^ Roosevelt is said to have had no philoaophy of govemment; in fact, he commented once that he
was a Christian and a Democrat, nothing more*

However,

his Commonwealth Club addreas expresses perhaps better than
any other single source the changing direction of thought
nrhich he repreaented.
The address was delivered on September 23, 1932,
during RooaeveltU ea paign for the Presidency.^

After

reviewing the course of events leading to the riae of the
induatrial order, Rooaevelt asserted that the new era endangered the traditional sense of values.

**Clear sighted

men saw with f ear the danger that oppox*tunity might no
longer be equal; that the growing corporation, like the
foudal baron of old, might threaten the economic freedom
of individuals to e a m a Iiving.**3

The view of the con-

temporary aituation was then expressed which indicated the

^ See Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Crisis of
the Old Order (Boaton: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1957J.
2 It should be noted that Roosevelt did not write
the speech; in fact, it is said that he had not seen it
until he delivered it. The author was A. A^ Berle, Jr^,
\^o was a speech writer for Roosevelt and a member of his
brain-trust. The text of the speech is found in Pranklin
D. Roosevelt, Public Papers and Addreeses (5 vols.; New
Tork: Random House, 1938), I, 742-756.
3 Ibid., p, 749.
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rapid, degenerating effect of the new order.
A glance at the situation today only too clearly
indicates that equálity of opportunity as we have
known it no longer exists. Our industrial plant is
built; the problem Just now is whether under existing
conditions it is not overbuilt^ Our last frontier
has long since been reached, and there is practically
no more free land.^
The task of government was presented in terms of establishing an order based on earlier values; the contract of rights
found in the Declaration of Independence was to be vitalized:
**the task of statesmanship has always been the re-definition
of these rights in terms of a changing and growing social
order.*»2

Equality of opportTxnity was presented as a goal

to which the individual was to have access^

**Our Govemment,

formal and informal, political and economic, owes to everyone an avenue to possess himself of a portion of that plenty sufficient for his needs, throu^ his own work^**3
The New Deal commltted the govez*nment to the role
of arbiter in the relation of liberty to equality^

Since

1932, with the inception of the role, government has progressively invaded roalms which previously had been inviolable^
Political equality, the most closely subscribed to of the

•*• Roosevelt, Public Papers and Addressesj I, 750^
2 Ibiâ., p. 753.
3 Ibid., p. 754.
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types of equality, has been fortified by an increasing
attention to the matter of civil rights.

In addition, the

New Deal made its initial contribution to the realm of
economic equality.

Social Security is only one of many

examples of the idea. Recently, the government has encouraged the development of social equality; there are
few government projects or activities in which, for example, racial discrimination is officially practiced.

The

recent segregation cases have established the potential
role of govemment in the realm of social equality.
However, in apite of the new role of govemment
there exists a populiu* indifference to equality.

The

advantages of the industrial age which, according to Roosevelt*s Commonwealth Club address, were hoped for so earnestly by society have materialized and have contributed to
the decline in interest toward equality.

As a recent schol<

ar has phrased it:
The decline in concern for inequality cannot be explained by the triumph of equality* Although this is
regularly suggested in the conventional wisdom of
conservatives and could readily be inferred from the
conplaints of businessmen, inequality is still great*
• • . The first reason ineqxiality has faded as an issue is without much question that it has not been showing the expected tendency to get worse. • • • /"'ln
addition^jT production has eliminated the more acute
tensions associated with inequality*^

John K. Oalbraith, The Affluent Society (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958), pp. 84rf.
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Galbraith*s idoas seem moderate in comparison with
the findÍAgs of anothor scholar, Robert £. Lane.

In an

artiele entitled **The Pear of Squality,**^ Lane presents
the thesia that oquality is not desired by certain elements
in Amarican aoeioty.
Lane's contention is that the working claases fear
aquality aa a throat to their peraonal security, which,
aceording to Lane, is largely determined by the social role
that they are ablo to perceive for themselves. Prom an
interriew with fifteen working-class individuals, Lane argues: (I) attitudes toward equality rest upon one*s attitudo toward one*s status; (2) people reconcile their poaition in a statua hiararchy by insulating themselves from
it, by deaying its importance, or by resigning themselves
to it; (3) the working class has a faith in the fact that
thoy livo in a ayatem which assures a share in the distribution of intangibles such as happiness; (4) there is also
a faith in the idea that a moral equality exiats ndiich
would be approximated in the statement, **I think I»m just
as good as anybody else*';^ (5) status is the result of

^ Hobert E. Lano, **The Fear of Equality,** The Amerlcan Political Science Roview^ LIII (March, 1959), 35-51.
2 Ibid.. p. 41. Lane interprets this to mean, •'Don't
put on aira around me; I»m trying to preserve my self-respect in a world that challenges it; I therefore assert my
equality with all. I won*t bo pushed around.** (p. 41).
Lane*s interpretation is in the best academic tradition
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what individuals make of their opportunities; as Lane puts
it, ^^lf one accepta the view that this is a land of opportunity in which merit will find a way, one is encouraged
to accept the atatua differences of society**;^ (6) an enforced conditi^ of aquality would be unwelcome by the
working classes; the probloms would be too great and would
amount to (a) abandonment of a rationale, (b) a problem of
social adjuatment, (c) deprivation of a deaorving elite,
(d) loas of the goals of life, and (e) *»the world would
collapse. **
Whether or not Lane is correct is, at present, not
a pertinent matter^

However, his contentions are interest-

ing in that they raise the possibility that concepts of
equality are more firmly based upon liberty (in the form
of opportunity) in our industrial society than at any other
time in American history^

There would appear to be a con-

fidence in the system which makes for toleration and even
a need for disparities of position in society*

A consistent

insofar as American history has tended to view such statements from the masses as being primarily defensive and an
aaaertion of status; the assertion of labor in Jacksonian
democracy ia a case in point. However, Lane may be under
the influence of the tradition to the point of distortion;
he may have created a hothouse condition. Anyone who has
removed himself for any sustained period from the academic
climate of opinion can recognize such a comment often heard
as being far from what Lane might tend to make of it.
^ Lane, The American Political Science Review. LIII,
42.

theme in Lane^s interviews was that of opportunity; the
logical resiilt of this theme is the toleration of inequality.

This toleration leads to an indifference in much the

same sense that Galbraith speaks of it.
A final implication of Lane*s article is the relation of equality and status.

Inequality is accopted by

the working man apparently in the f orm of status modif ied
by the opportunity to change it.

The following chapter

will examine the growth and influence of status in American
society.

CHAPTER II
STATUS IN AMERICA
It Í8 the purpose of the present chapter to examine
and evaluate the statue system in American life with a view
toward measuring its significance to and conflict with the
democratic principle of equality.

In spite of what is ap-

parontly a faacination with status by the popular mind,^
status, like equality, is understood in different senses
by the general reader and the scholar^

It is therefore

imperative that the term be understood from the outset^
Status is a particular type of ineq\iality which
is derived from the way in which a given society distributes
deference in the division of labor^2

According to Max

Weber, status is a function of classes, and classes arise

^ Note the wide appeal of Vance Packard, The Status
Seekers (New Yoric: David McKay Company, 1959).
^ The following development of the concept of status
is based primarily upon the work of Max Weber^ Among the
contemporary writers on sociology there exists a great deal
of confusion concerning the exact nature of status; in fact,
much contemporary work assumes a definitional basis for the
terms and concepts used and, at the same time, uses many
terms interchangeably. Por example, in a recently published
collection of articlee, Reinhart Bendix and Seymour Lipset
at no time define the terms within the title of their work;
see Reinhart Bendix ahd Seymour Lipset (eds^), Class, Status
and Powcr (Glencoe, Illinois: The Pree Press, 1953). In
addition, Leouard Reissman, in Class in American Society
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1959J, states directly
that claas and atatua are synonymous (p^ vii)« On the other
handy Richard Centera in The Psychology of Social Classes
(Princeton: Princeton University í»ress, 1949J devotes a
separate appondix to the diatinction between status and class^
(pp. 226-229)•
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out of the oi^Otion of the economic stmcture^

He saya:

**It ia the moat elomental economic fact that the way in
which tho diapoaition over material property is distributed among a plurality of people, meeting competitively
in the market for the purpose of exchange, in itself createa specific life chances^**^ In Weberian terms, one may
speak of a claas when a group possesses the same general
life chances or is in the same general relationship to the
system of life chances*^
Strictly apeaking, claases in the Weberian sense
are not coranunities; that is, members do not necessarily
have a consciouaness of their mutual relationship to the
economic stmcture^

However, the concept of class does

not preclude the development of a consciousness of class
situation^

Beyond a point, the development of conscious-

ness of class leada to the concept of status. According
to Weber: **In contrast to the purely economically determined

1 Max Weber, **Class, Status, Party,** in H^ H^ Gerth
and C« Wri^t MiIIs (eds^), Prom Max Weber (New lork: Oxford Univeraity Press, I95o), p. 181.
^ Weber^s idea of life chances is similar to Marx*s
idea that an econ(H&ic system will create a finite number of
work rolos; the rolationship of groups to the system of work
rolos will determine class. Cf. Joseph A. Kfidil« The American CXaaa Strue^ure (New Tork: Rinehart and Company, 1957),
p, 2 ror an eiahoration of this point^ Marx further maintains that the creation of classes in such a manner creates
a eortain poraonalitv on the part of the members of classes*
Centers refera to thla as a manifeatation of an »*interest
group** concept of aocial classes^ Cf^ Centers, The Psycholofry of Sociai Claasea. pp. I07-I0Ô.
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^class situation* we wiah to designate as ^status situation*
every typical component of the life fate of men that is
determinod by a specific, po8itive or negative, social estimatlon of honor.**^
mmÊmmmmmmiÊÊmmm

In li^t of the added factor of honor in the concept
of status, Weber adds that a *»style of life** will be manifested by those aspiring to a certain level, or what would
amount to a certain degree of honor.2

«AS soon as there

is not a mere individual and socially irrelevant imitation
of another style of life, but an agreed-upon communal action
of this closing character, the •status^ development is under way.**3

Weber summarizes the distinction between status

and class in the following cogent fashion:
With s<afie over-simplification, one might thus say
that *»classes** are stratified according to their relations to the production and acquisition of goods;
whereas **status groups** are stratified according to

1 Weber, *»CIass, Status, Party,** in Gerth and Mills,
Prom Max Weber. pp. IÔ6-IÔ7.
2 Jbid., p. IÔ7. "In content, status honor is
normally expressed by the fact that above all else a specifie stTÍo of life can be expected from all those who wish
to belong to the circle.**
3 JMd^, p. lÔÔ. This concept is similar to the
idea of anSIafion advanced by Thorstein Veblen. Cf. Veblen,
The Theory Of tho Leisure Class (New Tork: The Modern LiSrary, i934), éh. ll. As Weber adds, *». • . stratification
by *status groupa* on the baais of conventional styles of
life evolves at the present time in the United States.**
(lÔÔ).
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the principlaa of their conaumption of goods as represented by special **8tyles of ilfe.**'*It ahould be evident that class and status are
functions of aach othor; each determines the other to a
certain extant.

Those consciously aware of maintaining

similar styles of life, or of failing to maintain a style
of life^ may contribute to a situation which results in a
relationahip to the economic order sufficient to create a
class aituation; clearly, auch a contingency arises out of
initial status considerations^^
It haa become customary among sociologists to speak
of status in the sense that it represents a position in a
hierarchical aocial structure —
ified^

that is, one that is strat-

Aaauming the existence of such a stmcturei the

isolation of any single position presupposea an inequality
in relation to other positions in the structure.

In other

words, there is apparently a disparity of honor in speaking
or thinking of positions as being high or Iow.3

Yet,

there

i Weber, ••Class, Status, Party,** in Gerth and Mills,
Prom Max Weber. p. 193.
2
At this point, any discussion of class and status
must descend to the chicken or egg stage. Class may
arbitrarily be constmed as being primcury, and thus account for the rise of status; yet, each, once formed, bec<»&es a function of the other*
3 Cf. Kahl, The American Class Stmcture^ p. 12,
for an exanple of thia approach^
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Í8 also a tendancy among sociologists to confuse claas and
øtatus in t e m s of atratification.

Por example, a recent

atudy defined elaoa in the following manner:

*»By class is

meant two or more orders of people who are believed to be,
and are accordingly ranked by the members of the community,
in socially superior and inferior positions.**^ Richard
Centers has taken to taak this hierarchical approach to
elaas.

He maintains that all that is accomplished by such

a method i8 to determine status gradationa; nothing is
determined in re^rd to class,

He maintains:

But it may be entirely possible for people of
different atatus to belong to tho same ciass. They
may have common interests and values as well as a
*^^*^feellng of belonging together, even though they
recognize differences of status among themselves,
and even thou^ they do not associate intimately
with each other, or even if they dislike one another.^
"nie distinction made by Centers is important to the
present study in that status ia treated as emanating from
honor; to associate claes with honor would be to add a
burden to elear underatanding of the train of thought used.
To apoak of an upper and lower class is to accord honor,
and while øuch reference to class is popularly used, it is
not a valid use.

One may speak of the professional class.

^ W. L. Waraer and P. S. Lunt, The Social Life of
a Modern Community (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941),
p, isk.

2 Centera, The Psychology of Social Classes. p. 22Ô.
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or the military elaaa, or the laboring claaa; these are
elear dlvlaiona withln the capitalistic system,

But it is

only aa a reault of the aceumulated honor, or lack of it,
%rhlch Í8 attached to members of each class that one may
refer to them as high or low*
Fundamental to the concept of status is the fact
that there ia implicitly the existence of a complex of social relationa within which membera of the social structure
muat find a place.

Pailure to do so almoat invariably re-

aults ia the phenomenon known as •*anomie.**
Por oxample, in an induatrial society the individual muat ultimately find a place —

a status position —

within the diviaion of labor characteristic of that type
society.

Any inability to adiieve this poaition may bring

about a loas of faith in the belief ayatem of the society;
the relationahipa which normally provide order are deprived
of thoir validity.

The result is an intense feeling of in-

aecurity which amounts to social vertigo.
Sebaatian do Grazia, the process

Aa described by

in industrial society fol-

lows this pattem:
In capitallat coiuttrios proaperity is the primary
obligation of the businessman. Prosperity means the
proviaion of ^obs to all who follow the diroctives
of tho economic ideology^ Possession of a Job insuroa the holder of his statua in the comiunity; he
has the itieome and reapect i^ich fend off separation
anxiety*^

i Sebaatian de Qrazia, The Political Community

6Ô
Statua aeeking ia an attempt to avoid the anomic
state by eatabliahing a poaition in the social c<»iplex;
ln modern induatrial aociety the primary means of doing
this la throu^ the poaseasion of a significant Job.
Statua in Pre-Industriad America
Status, in the sense herein used, is largely derived from the economic system in which it is found.
pre-iAdustrial America —

In

roughly from the time of coloni-

zation to the middle of the nineteenth century —

there

occurrod a gradual movement toward a full, capitalistic
society fron one in which a semi-feudal sense of values existed.
The discovery and colonization of America was a
part of the general movement known as the Commercial Revolution,^ which itaelf was a harbinger of modem capitalism.
However, the Commercial Revôlution was revolutionary only
in the sense that it introduced new methods of trade, exchange and exploration^

The social atmosphere, except in

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 194Ô), p. 122^
See pp« Í22-I27 for a more complete treatment of the relationship between statua and anomie. Cf. Emile Durkheim.
Suicide, trane. John A. Spaulding and George Simpson (Glencoo, liinois: The Free Press, 1951)» p. 213 for a statement of the same idea. It is Durkhoim who first brought to
aeademic notice the importance of anonie^
I Referred to by Louis Hacker, The Triumph of American Capitaliam (New Tork: Simon and Schuster, 1940j, p. 24Ô,
as mercantile capitaliam^
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tho case of asaoeiated religious extremes, was feudal^

In

Amorica this diehotomy of situation led to a aplit in the
colonial aocial character n^ich haa been described by V^ L«
Parrington in roference to the Puritans*
Fashioned by a caste society, they transported to the
little eomnonwoalth an abundant heritage of class prejudice* They aspired to be reckoned gentlemen and to
live in the new world as they had lived in the old, in
a half feudal state, surrounded by many servants and
with numerous depondanta. They honored rank, were
sticklers for precedence, respected class distinctions,
demanded the hereditary rights of the gentry^ • • •
But if thev aspired to be rated as gentlemen, there
was much aiso of the burgess nature in thern. They were
potential capitalists, eager to accumulate ample iandholdings, keen to drive a bargain, given to trade and
with as sharp an eye to the main chances as any London
merchant«i
In regard to status in early America, then, it may
be stated that a definite heritage of status consciousness
was introduced which in the atmosphere of commercialism was
soon modified.

The important fact to bear in mind, however,

is that Ameriea fren ita very beginning was a status society baaed initially upon the pattem of feudal society.
One Important deviation from the feudal pattern must
be noted.

As early as I636 hereditary privilege was repu-

dlated by the Puritan divines who themselves were notoriously

I Vemon L. Parrlngton, Main Currents in American
^ouicht (3 vola.; New Tork: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
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statua conacioua^^

In Cotton^s letter to Lord Say and Sele

and in the answers of the Puritans to that Lord*s demands
one finds a refuaal to consider the validity of hereditary
privilege; howevor, the basic idea of status was firmly
establiahod by the tone of the letter at the same time^^
The interaction of the spirit of capitalism with
the negation of hereditary privilege had two effects in
the developoient of status in America*

Pirst, in the course

of its development, capitalism had no entrenched, privileged
claaa to contend with for power;3 vdiat oppoaition that did
develop in Amorica to the progress of capitalism waa correlative to ita development and was in the form of labor
activity^^

Second, **the absence of a recognized social or-

der or an hereditary peerage with its theory that »by their
roota ye ahall know them,* has caused such distinctions as

^ Parrington fumishes a comment upon this fact
when he points out that Winthrop must appear childish to
the modem mind in his near-petulance at the lack of def erence to hia poaition^ Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, I, lê.
2 See Ji. Mark Jacobson, The Development of American
Political Thought (New York: Appieton-Centixry-Crofts, 1932},

pp. 32-39»
^ C. Wright MiIIs, The Power Elite (New Tork: Oxford Univeraity Presa, 1956), p. IÍ2. C T'Dixon Wecter,
The 3aga of American Society (New îork: Charles Scribner's
Sons, Iy37J, pp. 83-85 for an account of laws against
primogeniture.
4 The ralatlons between capital and labor in America will be examined below.
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do exiat, or are imagined, to be taken seriously and selfconBCÍou8ly^**i
An intereating example of the state of America*s
social tranaition to the capitalist concept is fumished
by HamiIton»8 Report on Manufactures. delivered in 1791.^
The report is notoworthy more in regard to what it neglects
to say rather than what it does positively state. Pirst,
thero Í8 implicitly indicated a marked degree of novelty
at the idea of aanufacturea^

It would appear almost aa

if Hamilton were introducin?!: an entirely new thing to the
Afflorican scene; certainly it can be inferred from the report that in the United States eapitalism was a largely
academie subjeet at the beginning of the nineteenth century<
Second, aince Hamilton prefaces his comments with acknowledf^ent of strong opposition to the idea of manufactures,
thsre must have exiated a great deal of animosity toward
the achame.3

However, the subsequent development of the

United States indicates that the suggestion was sufficiently appeallng to the commercial interests of the nation.4

^ Wecter, The Saga of American Society. pp^ 14-15*
Henry Cabot Lodge (ed^), The Works of Alexander
Hamilton (12 vole.; Mew York: G. P. Putnam»s Sons, 1904),
IV, 7U-Í9å.
^ Xbid^. p^ 71.
4 Hacker, The Triumph of American Capitalism.
pp. 24off *
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The rapid expanaion westward as evidenced by the
building of eanals, the growth of markets for what goods
that were manufactured early in the nineteenth century, and
the devalopment of steam aa a means of tranaportation indicate that the apirit of eapitalism in the United States was
rapidly takiag root.

In Xék^ Tocqueville comraented:

. . . as the mass of the nation turns to democracy^
that particular class which is ongaged in manufaetures
becomes more aristocratic* . . . Hence it would appear
oa searching to the bottomy that ariatocracy ahould
naturally spring out of the boscM of democracy.-''
TocquoviIIe further explains that money is at the baae of
practically all motivation in the American due to the fact
that when all are independent of each other, only money can
pay for cooperation^

He concludes:

The lovo of wealth is therefore to be traced, as
either a prineiple or an accessory motive, at the
bottom of all that the Americans do; this gives to all
their paaaions a aort of family likeness and soon rendera tha siirvey of them extremely weariscrøe.^
Other travelers to the American continent noted

^ Alexis de TocqueviIIe, Democracy in America. ed.
PhiIIips Bradley (2 vols.; New York: Vintage Books, l95Ô)»
II, I6Ô-7I. It would appear that TocqueviIIe's reasoning
may bo aomewhat diatorted. If anything, aristocracy might
arise out of manufacturing, but not necessarily out of
democracy except under the special circumstances he describes.
2 Ibid., p^ 240^
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generally the aame facts about the new nation that Tocqueville did.

From their comments one may gather that the

progress of early capitaliam had three effects upon the
dovolopment of a status pattem.

Pirst, was the respect

accorded material gain; cupidity was the hallmark of the
American.

Second, there existed a tendency to form groups

of practically all sorts and for all purposes.

Third,

there was a tondency to develop class lines and an awareness of prestlge, both of which were based upon the new
economic order rather than the feudal aystem.
In regard to the love of material gain, Tocquevllle commentsl
In Amorica, the passion for phyaical well-being
is not always exclusive, but it is goneral; and if all
do not feel it in the same manner, yet it is felt by
all. The effort to satiafy even the loaat wants of
the body and to provide the little conveniences of
Ilfe Í8 uppermoat in every mind^
The love of well-being has now become the predominant
taste of the nation; the great current of human passions runs in that channei and sweeps everything along
in its course*-*^
Frances TroIIope coimnents that during the two years she resided in Cincinati she never saw anyone who was not engaged
in the effort to increase whatever fortune he possessed;
the search for %diat was **vulgarly called money** was constant^^

^ TocqueviIIe, Domocracy in America. pp^ 136-I3Ô^
Frances TroIIope, Domestic Manners of the Americanst
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**Nothing can exceed thoir activity and perseverance in all
kinda of speculation, handicraTt, and enterprize, which
promiaea a profitable, pecuniary result^**^

Thomas Hamilton

records that prefatory remarks concerning those to whom
he was socially introduced typically dealt in terms of the
individual»s pecuniary worth^

He states: *«Had I been pre-

sented to so many bags of dollars, instead of to their possessors, the ceremony would have been quite as interesting,
and perhapa less troublesome***^
The tendency of American society to form groups or
associations was noted also by TocqueviIIe^^

Other, earlier

commentators seem to have neglected that particular facet
of the American way of life, but this is explained perhaps
by the fact that the influence of the tendency did not have
aignificant effects until near the middle of the nineteenth
century^

Tocqueville comments in a famous passage:

In proportion as the circle of public society is

ed. Donald Smalley (New York: A. A^ Knopf, 1949), p. 43.
Mrs^ TroIIope^s feeiing may well have been affected by the
fact that ahe went bankrupt in a similar quest for the vulgar material^
^ TroIIope, Domestic Manners of the Americans, p^ 301•
*^

•^ Thomas Hamilton, Men and Manners in America (2
vols.; Edinburgh: W. Black, 1833), I, 115. Cf. F. J. Grund,
Aristocracy In Amariea (London: Riehard Bentley, 1Ô39) for
an amusing, anecdotal account of American society.
3 TocqueviIIe, Democracy in America. II, 114.
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exteadodf It may be anticipatod that the sphere of
private intercourse will be contracted; far from
auppoaiai that the membera of modern society will
ultimately live in common, I am afraid they will end
by fomlag only amall coteriea.^
Consciousness of aristocratic distinction in preinduatrial America was limited for the most part to the
broad divÍ8Íon between the people of quality and the common man.2

The predominant status pattem of the period

was still in the process of change. Except for the limited
assertion of the common man for status in the political
and economic sphere, no actual pattern emerged in i^ich the
common man figured until after the introduction of widespread induatrialization.
Thomas Hamilton notes that the consciousness of
statua took the form of a concern for titles. He states:
**Nowhere are mere nominal distinctions at so high a premium as in this republican country. Military titles are
caught with an avidity, . . •**^ Wecter records the concern
with the proper title of the President during the early
daya imder the Constitution.^

As if in summary, Hamilton

1 TocqueviIIo, Democracy jn America. II, 226-227.
2 See Wecter, The Saga of American Society, ch. 3
for the conflicts botween these groups.
^ Hamiltoa, Men and Mannora. I, 241.
4 Wector, Tho Saga of American Society^ pp. 70-72.
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statea that •*the aplrlt of aristocracy displays itself in
thia commercial co munity in every variety of form.
oncountera it at every tum.**^

One

Harriet Marineau adds that

•h»íherever the appearance of a conventional aristocracy exists in America, it muat arise from wealth, as it cannot
froa birth.»2
During the first half of the nineteenth century
the status pattem of the United States diaplayed tendenCiea to accommodate itself to the emerging commercialism
of the nation.

In terms of status, America developed an

acquiaitive aociety before it developed claas lines and
diatinctionB eurrently asaociated with capitalism.

In a

8ense, tho early hiatory of status in America ia the story
of a feudal status aociety transforming itself to a capitaliatle pattern of status.
The Development of Status in America
Based Upon a Capitalistic Order
The devolopnent of capitaliam in America during the
decades following indopendence created class lines which
ultimately formod a pattem of class and status. Most significantly, the tranaition in America from mercantile

1
Hamilton^ Men and Manners. I, 113.
Harriet Martineau, Society in America (2 vols.;
New Yorkj Saundora and Utloy, 1837), p. i69.
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eapitalism to industrial capitaliam created stresses and
conflicta wlthin tho social order and caused the forces of
prodttction and labor to take separate but parallel paths
of davelopnent.
From one viowpoint, the emergence of new modes of
production in Amorica was the result of threats to the
status of both employers and employees.^

The opening of

markets in the West created a highly competitive condition
of buainess ndiich necessitated the ability to produee at
low coat.

Sinee the raeans of production and exchange were

originally united, not only the personal ability to produee
boeame a means of retaining status within the bourgeois
socloty, but evontually the ability to arran^e for production became almilarly significant.

Increaaingly, there

arose a diaparity of interest between the arranger of produetion and the actual producer^

In order to expedite

produetion, the pioce-work syatem came into uae, with its
ability to oxploit a lack of skill on the part of the worker.

Work from women, childron, and, eventually, immigrants

was also solicited.

Craftsmen, upon seeing that thair work

was bolng porformed by persons of no akill, felt a loss of

1 See Foster R^ DuIIes, Labor in America (New York:
Thcwnaa T. Crowell C^pany, 1949), P« 29 • The terms employer
and employeo are uaed hore; however, the actual case refers
to mastora and Joumeymen^ Originally, production in Amerea was the reault of enterprising craftsmen who hired fellow craftamen or advanced apprentices to complete phaaos in
the prodácmve proceaa.
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status by boing forced to associate with them professionally, as it were.^

Eventually, the quest for status under

the emerging ordor of produetion resulted in a deepening
of the diviaions of society.

A conflict arose between a

non-productive claas of would*be aristocrats and a laboring
class of wago-eamers^2
Since the prestige of the merchant capitalist had
been established prior to the introduction of newer methods
of produetion, the status factor was not as critical for
the wouId.^be producer as it was for the laborer^

As the

productive process was improved, it becarae a matter for the
merchant to progress collaterally with it^

For the laborer,

it became a matter of retaining status in the midst of a
process of production which increasingly failed to recognize the need for skills formerly suited to the productive
process.

As the mode of production progressed, the basis

for status in regard to the laborer became increasingly
obsolete; the diminishing status of the craftsman was actually the reault of an increasing rate of technological improvement in production.

For the worker there was no im-

mediate answer to a dilemma of thi8 type. Granting the
permanence of the new mode of production, the worker was

^ John R. Commons et al., Hiatory of Labour in the
United 3tatea (4 T O I S ^ ; NevTTork: The Macmillan Company,

I918-i95$y» I, 7, 105.
2 Dullee, l^bor in America. p. 36.
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faeed with a laek of control over hia reduction of status;
he could aither attompt to resist the progreas of capitalism, whieh was not to his immediate pecuniary interest; or
he could organise to fi|^t for a status ^ich his mere individuality no loager commanded^
The history of the early labor movement in the United States ia the tracing of a growing awareness of the worker that ho was no longer a petty bourgeois merchant*

The

difference is vaat between Paul Revere^ as a craftaman, and
one of hundreda of individuals who cut the upper portions
of boots from leather provided by a local merchant-producer^l
Early attempta to form groups to combat the tendency were confuaed in terms of motive^
The rise of the woz4cingpien*s parties did not at
all repreeent a claas movement and it was not completeiy a labor movement^ The workingmen were confused and
baffled by the changes that were taking place in their
aocial status, and they sought somehow to establish
greater equality between producera and thoae who lived
on the fruits of the producer's toil.^
According to Hacker, the early labor groups were motivated
by tha petty-bourgeois temperament of the craftsman.
Neverthele8s, psychologically and functionally.

^ Por an account of tho transition from craft production to pleoowork, see Hacker, The Triumph of Amorican
caoitallama pp. 253<-256.
2 DuIIea, Labor In Amariciji. p. 50^
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he was atill a potty-bourgeoia producer; and when
ho Joined with hia fellowa for economic and politieal action it was not because he realized that a
yawalag gap had appeared between his employer and
himaelf. A elass conaciousness on the part of the
American worker did not emerge really until the
1050»8 — and ^ e n it did it could be felt only
dimly and in a few isolated areas. • . • Still posaesaing the petty-bourgeois mentality, if he could
not romain an indopendent artisan or craftsman in
the citiea, he was prepared to become a small indapendent farmer in the country^l
The decade of the 1030»s saw the formation of local
labor organizations in great numbers.

Por the most part

they were craft unions formed in order to take full advantage of the prosperity of the decade^

Typical demands of

the groups were in regard to higher pay and shorter hours —
notably the ten-hour day^

What was most significant about

the decade was the modemity of the methods used and the
limited recognition given labor organizations*
Typical of the organizations formed was the group
of Carpenters, Masons and Stone Cutters of Boston*

This

group, in demanding consideration of the ten-hour day,
portrayed vividly the nature of the labor movement during
the decado.

i Hacker^ The Triumph of American Capitalism, p. 269.
Hacker*s reference to 185Ô lãay need modii'ication. Cf • reference to the **producing claases** in opposition to the **capitalist** during the National Trades Union Convention of 1634.
See John R^ Commons and Heien L» Sumner (eds^), Labor Movement. I^tO»Igii.O. Vol. 2; Vol. VI of he Documentary faietory
bf Amorican induatrial Society. ed. John R. Ccmunons et al^
(10 voiOê; VAavo^aiftdé Qhio: llhe Arthur H. Clark Company,
I9I0), PP» 220 and 224.
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We are willing to bear our portion of the burthens,
and porform our part of the services of social life,
if we can be treated as men and not aa beasts of
buzthen. . • • When we hear such men /"^ployers,
Merehants and CapitaliatsJT say that we shali all
become drunkards, and they intend to starve us into
aubmiasion to their high will, we pity their infatuation and have painful apprehensions for the safety
of the soclal Fabric^ • * •
Mechanics of Boston — stand firm — Be t m e to
yourselvea. Now ia the time to enroll your names on
the scroll of history as the undaunted enemies of
oppression, as the enemies of mental, moral and
phyaical degradation, as the friends of the human
raeé.I
The call to •^stand firm** was represented in a variety of
tangible ways*

Some associations, especially in the skilled

craft areas, went out on strike^

Paced with the ability

of the employer to hire what today would be termed scabs,
laborers resorted to rules which amounted to the ^losed
shop; an **unfair*' listing of a Journeyman indicated that
he had refuaed to Join the association, v^ile **fouI** was
descriptive of the shop or establiahment which employed an
**unfair man^** In such an event, the strike was invoked^^
Employers resorted to the popular belief in the
aanctity of property in order to restrain the assertions
of labor associationa^

In IÔ35 a group of cordwainers in

New York was prosecuted for organizing to raise their wages;
in the celebrated case of People vs^ Pisher the common law

^ Commona and Sumner, Labor Movement. II, 9Ô-99.
2 Dulles, Labor in America. p^ 63.
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waa interproted as moaning that the price of labor must
regulate Itaalf•

Combinations for the purpose of raising

wages were said to work a public injury.

However, in IÔ42,

a decision was rendered in Commonweálth vs^ Hunt which recognized the right of associations to refuse labor to those
establiahmenta employlng non-members; the reasoning amounted
to the contention that association in itself waa not harmful except ndien the means of aehieving ends were harmful
«

or lllogal^
The importance of the recognition of labor^s right
to organiae was immense; for labor it was the paramount
aehiovomont of the decade*

Although labor continued to ex-

perience setbacka through the courts for some time, the
baais of eolloctive bargaining was laid^

Recognition of

tho group as the ropreaentative of status assez^tion was
basic to the development of capitaliam in the United States;
in a aense, legal statua had been achieved^
In addition to the basic economic factors of status
such as wages and houra, the social status of labor in the
dacado waa aasorted throui^ demands for public education^
A reaolution of the Trades Union National Convention of
IÔ34 repraaenta tha aentiment^
RESOLVED, that this Convention view the systems
of Education now in operation in these United States
as destructive of that Eqoality which is predicated
in the Declaration of Independence, because of their
exclmalve eharaeter in giviu instruction to the
wealthy fow at the expense of the industrious many.

^3
fostering, by means of Colleges, Universities, Military and Naval Academies, kc,
& professional Monopoly of Knowledgo, thereby drawing a line of demarcation between the producers of all the wealth, and the
other portions of society which subsist upon the fruits
of the Working Man*s induatry^-*Prior to the rise of difficulties associated with
tho impact of full induatrialization, the labor movement
in tho United States waa confronted with a series of problama^

First, as already mentioned, the power of labor was

dopondont upon the progress of the mode of production;
labor was conatantly in the position of reacting to the
innovationa of the employer^

This, like most problems of

the period, resulted from the tranaition from merchant to
industrial capitaliam^

Second, the system of values which

dotermined the extent of any loss of status was geared to
the merchant-craftaman acheme of production^

The result

was that aa modes of production became farther removed from
tho baais of statua, the chances of achieving status lessonod accordingly^

Cloarly, the poaition of labor as a

part of tho atatus pattern emerging in America was in need
of a atable syat^ of production upon which to base their
dttOMmds.

The rapid induatrialization of the productive

process after the dopression of 1037« and especiaUy after
tho Civil War, providod the baais for the labor movement

i Ccmimona and Sumner, Labor Movement. II, 207.
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in the Unitod States.

In addition, a well-defined status

pattern was to emerge.
Status in the Modern Industrial Era
the transition from mercantile capitaliam to industrial and financial capitalism haa brought other changes
to the concept of status in American life.

Prior to the

rise of modern capitalism the basis for status was closely
connected with the individual possession of property. It
has been ahown that the cupidity of the American people in
the early decades of the nineteenth century caused obaervera to prodict the rise of a moneyed aristocracy.

However,

with the advent of the corporation as the dominant economic
\mit of modern induatrial development, the concept of status
was modified as the idea of ownership and wealth changed.
Two diatinct stages in the development of the industrial era may be iaolated in their pertinence to status^
lach atago siipalficantly changed the concept of ownership
aa a source of power^

The first stage may be regardod as

tho romantic p^aao of capitaliam in America; it haa been
called the **Age of the Mogul8.*>i

During t.his stage vast

accumulations of wealth were formed from which power was
largoly individualized^

While the individuals who amassed

Stewart H^ Holbrook, The Age of Moguls (Garden
City: Doubleday and Company, Inc^, 1554)'.
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thoae fortunoa aeem not to have been motivated by mere
cupidity or atatus aoeking, their power was largely of a
personal nature^

Their c^tribution seems to have consist-

ed in the concentrating of wealth to accomplish purposes
provioualy imposaible without auch concentration^
The second atage was subdivided into two distinct
l^ases.

The stage itself conaisted in the change in the

concept of ownerahip^

Initially, with the rise of the

corporation aa the dominant economic —
cÍ€uL —

and ultimately, so-

unit as utilized by the moguls for their personal

purposes, a separation of ownership and control of property
revolutionized tho idoa of private property^

Under the new

eoneept of ownership, all that the owner might benefit from
hia poasesaion conaisted largely of pecuniaz*y profits issued as atock dividends^
even that.

However, a second i^ase ehanged

Under contemporary practice the financial bene-

fits of ownerahip are being dispersed through the tendeney
of stock to accumulate in the hands of pension funds; the
monotary bonofits of ownership are dispersed to the point
that thoy are eomplotely separated from ownership.
In short, status in modern American life is no longer based aolely upon the ownerahip principle unless one
caroa to center attention upon loeal society as represented
by the small buainessman in the aocial environment of the
country elub. Status is today a function of power and not
proporty; doferonco ia channolod in the direction of

aaaociationt with a source of power^
The powor concept of status, it might be added, i8
not unique to tha growth of corporate entities. The labor
movement has for some timo been aware of the concept of
power as a atatua factor.

While, as has been previously

intimated, the progress of labor has been geared to that
of induatry, the labor movement has consistently associated
itself with the power factor in the absence of a direct
ownerahip motlve to guide its actions.
The First Stage
the riae of the tycoons represented the first sharp
break with traditional methods of economic endeavor^

Not

only were new methods of production introduced, but the
driving forees of the new economic order had their origins
in men such as Camegie, Vanderbilt and Rockefeller, who
were frc»n a class situation totally different from that of
the merchant capitalist^^

In practically every sense, an

economlc revolution swept the country in the middle decadea
of the nineteenth century^
The traditional basis for status was relatively
unchanged during the revolution,

Though it does not appear

as if the riae of the tyeoon was the result of status

Herrymon Maurer, Great Enterprise (New York: The
MacmiIIan Company, 1955), pT^T.
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seeking, nonetheleas, atatus was readily offered to and
accepted by the tyeoon^i

It ia to the tycoon that one may

trace the significance of emulative ostentation in American
life.

While Fisk was the exception in his vulgarity, the

other tycoons seldom hesitated to display wealth^

A fab-

ulous example of the tendency was Vanderbilt»s voyage in
the North Star to the capitals of Europe^^

The trip was

a display of American ability to accumulate; Vanderbilt
was the not so unconscious ambassador of the Gilded Age^3
As an indication of the fact that the rise of the
tycoon was a sort of revolution, but yet one which demonstrated that a transition was made from mercantile capitalism, the fosrtunes made by Vanderbilt, Camegie and Rockefel*
ler, among otherst were the result of initial accumulations
of modest wealth in fields other than those i^ich became
the financial strongholds of the individuals concerned^

^ See Holbrook, The Age of the Moguls. pp^ 33ff,
for an account of Jim Pisk and his attempts to estabiish a
type of status for himself•
2 Conceming the vessel itself, the description of
Holbrook is an indication of the taste of the early American
tycoon: ••Gilt touched everything that would take and hold
gilt^** Ibid., p^ 15.
^ It must be remembered that standards of ostentation
in the days of the tycoon were apparently diff erent from
those of the present period. Display of all sorts was the
cuatom; one need only refer to the eiaborate design of stocks
and bonda, the fumiture of the period, or the fact that
little was conaidored out of the ordinary when Vanderbilt
had his picture painted on each side of one of hia locomotives^

Carnegie firat aceumulated capital as an employee of the
railwaya; ho also engaged in mercantile activities during
the Civil War^

Vanderbllt firat accumulated a fortune as

a steamboat captain —

hence the title, **Commodore^** Rocke-

feller was initlally a partner in a commission fii*m^

£ach

of the tycoons first established himself in a conventionally oporatod, limited buainess wfaich furnished the capital
for future invaaion of auch enterprises as steel, railroads
and oil^
The riae of Camegie is a case in point^*^

In IÔ53,

at tho age of eightoen, he took a Job as telegraph clerk
in the offices of Thomaa A^ Scott, of the Pennaylvania Railway*

He earned thirty-five dollars a month^

A short six

years later he succeeded Scott as general manager of the
westorn diviaion of the railway^

At the same time he bogan

to inveat part of hia salary, which had grown to one-hundred and twen^y-five dollars per month^

An early investment

was with a aleeping car company which soon flourished under
a contract with the Pennaylvania Railway; simultaneoualy
Camegie waa earning f ive-thousand dollars a year on the
investment^

By 1863, Camegie was worth $ 47# Ô60^67. In

1865, he entered the steel business by adding his funds to
auch endeavors as the manufacture of railway axles, the

The matorlal concemiag Camegie is taken largoly
from Hacker, The Triumi^ of American Capitalism. pp. 413-424^
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constmction of bz*ldg08, and other enterprises largely
associatod with tho railroads.

By 1873» he was engaged

in the production of steel on a large scale^

To do so he

concentratod his poraonal capitalt bought out partners,
and poured the profits of stool manufacturing back into
tho buainoss. Within the next twenty years, Carnegie became the dominant force in the steel industry.

The fact

that there did emerge auch an identif iable thing as the
•»8teel Induatry** is largoly due to his innovations^
Carnegie relied for his source of funds upon associates and not the money i&arket*

His ability to cut costs

was the reault of experimentation; consequently he was
consistently ablo to undersell a competitor*^

He also took

measures to ensure the concentrated presence of stock within the company^

Although the practice of buying stock was

encouraged among key employees, he had them sign an agreement which prevented their selling it on the market; the
company was to buy the stock at the market price whenever
any individual desired to sever his connection with the
company.

^ One anecdote conceming the cost-cutting efforts
of Camogie relatos that Charles M. Schwab told Carnegie
that if a new mill could be built, it would save fifty cents
a ton on steel. When the plant was built, Camegie inspected
it with Schwab. At that time, Schwab expressed dissatisfaction, saying that if he had it to build over again he could
save one dollar instead of fifty cents. The plant was rebuilt from the ground up^ Herrymon Maurer, Great Enterprise.

p. 56.
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Camogle diaplayed the buainess tactics of the new
men of Amerlean economie life.

The ultimate objective of

such tactlca aeema to have been the accumulation of capital
for purposea of peraonal maaipulation, althou^ the creation
of oatorprlse boyond tho atature of any single individual
waa tho outcome.

At any rate, during the initial phaaes

Of tho induatrial devoIopBont in the United States, the
emphaais waa definitely upon the combined factors of **bigaoas** and porsonal aecximulation of wealth.
The unrestricted appetite for gain was whetted by
enterprlse whose bigneaa had boen made poaaible by
the industrlal revo ution. As a consequence, many
of the large onterpriaos in the U. S. were promoted
by men who were less interested in the capacity of
large etMipanlaa to produce a remarkable fiow of goods
than in tneir capacity to produce a sensational flood
of maneuverablo securitiea. Sueh men deduced that
great numbers of men, great sums of capital, and
oat quantitioa of equipment could be manipulatod
waya that would yield immense personal wealth.^

S

As a reault of the omphaais upon consolidation of
economic powor, the social aphere was soon forced to recogniae ohangoa.

As Gabrlol pointa out: **SociaI diatancea in

the lattor docados of the ninoteenth century ahould be
meaaured in terms of powor; democratic equalitarianism disappeared as induatrlal and financial giants rose above the
ranka of the common men.**^

i Naurer, Oroat Enterprise. p. 47»
2 Ralph H. Qabrlel, ^ e Course of American Democratic
J^o^g>^^ (2nd od.; New York: The Ronald Press, 1956), p. 197.
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It Í8 tho e phaaia upon power, either social or
econa&lc, idiich marka the importance of the rise of the
tyeoon aad his age.

Two of the more significant indications

of the growing iaportanco of power were the intolorance of
OMpotltion in tho economic aphore^ and an awareness in the
lAbor movement of tho Importanca of countervailing power
to that of tha enploying corporations.
Aceording to Peter Drucker, one of the tenets of
tho Amoriean polltleal i^iloaoi^y is the promise to the
individual in socioty of the opportunity to live the **good
life,** or at loaat the proaise of status and function as
an individual.2

While such a statement is hardly provaca-

tive, tho Ideal it prosents serves to illustrate the diaparlty that grew out of the Gilded Age between the groups
roproaonting concentrated economic power and those who
were more repreaontative of the Individualistic entrepreneur —

the amall buainossman.

As Drucker again points

out: **The modem eorporatlon as a child of laisses-faire
economica and of tho market aociety is based on a creed

^ See Holbrook, The Age of^the Moguls. pp. 67-74
for aa account of the tondency of Rockefeiler to reduee or
annihilate compotition. Perhapa no other example so well
illustratea the concept of power in American economic life.
The apirit was epitomized by one of the more outspoken
moguls — Vandorbilt — when he said to competing aasociates,
•»1*11 ruln you."
Poter Bruekar, The Concept of the Corporation
(New Yoric: The John Day Cbmpany, 1946), p. 136.
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whose greateat weakness is the inability to see the need
for statua and function of tho individual in society.**^
The d^mastic behaviour of the tjrcoons certainly did not aff ect all of the aaall buainessmen in the sense that annihilation was their ultimate fate.

However, the ability of

the large oorporation to control the behaviour of the market reduced tho powor of the small buainessman to a point
of economic servillty.

Ultimately, the small businessman

was forced to cembine intorests with the agrarian bloc to
brlng about reforma.^
he Labor Movement
Tîiat the labor movement in its early activity was
essontlally a status movement haa been demonstrated.

With

the rise of the manmoth corporation, the previous tendency
of iabor to adhere to the pattem set by industry was followod.

Eventually, through nationalization of the labor

movement over docades, tho powor of labor was able to contend with that of the corporations.
Tho poriod from 1880 to I9I5 repreaentod for labor
the nationalization of efforts to achievo power and oppose
that of tho corporoticms.^

For the most part, such effoirts

1 Druckor, Tho Concept of the Corporation. p. 152.
^ Treated below.

3 See Conmona t t a l . . History of Labour in the
Unitod S t a t e s , I J , Paip| f, ,
^
~ ~
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were staloaated by the uae of Injunetiims in favor of induatry.

However, by I9I5, with the Clayton Act and WiIson*s

**New Freedom,** the power of labor began to be significant.
In Id69 the Knigjhts of Labor was formed.

Its pur-

poao was simply to represent the interests of workers regardlosa of trade. Of primary significance for the labor
movement waa ita omphaaia upon national organization, which
was eeiapoaod of diatrict assemblies organized in a manner
which mado the overall organization of the Knights one of
a mixturo of akillod and unakilled groups. The presence
of tha two groupa was occasion for dissension between trade
organiaationa and the unakilled, which in itaelf was a
matter of statua.

The policy of the Knighta was a mixturo

of aontimants whieh contributed to its downfall and replacemant by tho Amrican Federation of Labor.

DuUes has de-

scrlbod tho conflict of sentiments in the following manner:
The basic policies of the Knights of Labor, in
8hoz*t, remained aomewhat vaguely idealistic and humanitarian, in the pattem originally set forth by
Uriah Stephens, and they sometimes appeared to be
highly contradictory. The Knights sought to emphaaize thoir industrial character, and yet agitated
an all-inclusive program of social reform; they discouraged atrikes and yot became deoply involved in
them; they called for political action and denied
that thoy haâ any diroct concem with politics^
Moreover while the Order was theoretically highly
centraliaed, laading to chargea that its policies
were dietatorially determined by a handfui of leaders,
its momberahip actuaily took things verv much in
their own hands and went their own way.^

1 DuIIoa, Labor in America. p^ 133.
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Mach of tho ehaotic state of the Knights stemmed
from the rapld Influx of mombers after the successful
striko againat tho Gould railway interests in lêÉ5.

By

the time of the aecond strike against Gould in the following year, organization had deteriorated so far as to
make tha atriko uncontrollablo by the Knighta; subsequent
defeat wroeked the movement.

Strike after strike was lost;

at tho aamo time the leaderahip of the Knights rapidly
degenerated.
For some time controversy had existed between factiona of the Knighta of Labor over tho question of skilled
Xabor as oppoaod to unakillod.

Throughout the periods of

succeaa exporieneed by the Knights the pressure of various
trado unions had only tended to aggravate the dissension.
When the varioua trade unions attempted to organize, the
Knights attomptod to induce the unions to remain in the
organization.

^^But the skilled workers • • • saw themaelves

pullod down to tho level Of unskilled workers in submission
to tho Knlghta* controI«**^
In Iéé6 tho Amorican Federation of X.abor was formed
from some twenty^five labor groups. At the head of the
Federation was Samuel G^porB.

The organization of the

A^ F. of L. was confederate; the autonomy of each trade was

1 DuIIes, l^bor in America, p. I5Ô. Cf. Commons
et al., Historv of Labour in the United States. II, 427-42Ô^
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guaranteed.

However, tho issuing of charters was the duty

of tho central executlve committee and the settlement of
Juriadictional diaputea was placod in tho hands of the
central authorlty of the union^
Major emi^asis was definitely placed upon economic
or induatriai action^ The A^ P^ of L. was to support
the national and intemational unions in winning recognition from omployers, entorlng into collective bargaining agreements, and maintaining a position vriiich
would enable thom to strike offectively when other
measures failed.^
Tho efforts of the A^ ?• of L^ were hampered by the
eruption of aevere labor disputes almost immediately after
organizing.

The Homoatead Strike against the Camegie

Interesta and the PuIIman atrike by an independent union
lod by Deba diacredited the labor movement for a time.
Of immediato consoquonce to the movement was the evident
faet that tho induatrial forces had control of the govemmont.

The atatua of tho worker waa not immediatoly en-

haacod by tho fomation of the A. P. of L.

So long as the

courta continuod to iaaue injunctions againat the striker,
the offorta of labiM^ wore fmltloaa.

The negative poliey

Of the A. F. of L. toward involvement in politics put its
efforts at an additional diaadvantage.

The election of

McKinley in Ié96 represented perhaps the lowest ebb of the
industrlal labor movement.

i Diillea, Labor in America. p. 162
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Labor*8 viciaaitudes of the pre-1900 period were
followed during the Progressive era by the first significant gains since the recognition of collective bargaining
in Commonwealth vs. Hunt.
The actual status position of labor during the period hardly reflected the tangible gains of the movement.l
During the first decade of the twentieth century, the public came to a feeling of acceptance toward the union as the
acknowlodgod representative of labor^^

Of course, much of

thi8 was the roault of a brief poriod of harmony between
labor and capital which saw the uncoerced negotiation of
contracts between conpanies and uniona; collective bargaining as a means of communication was given a degree of recognition by induatry^
One area of continued unrest during the Progressive
era was in the coal Induatry^

In 1902, under the reluctant

loadorship of John Mitchell, the United Mine Workers stmck
for a wage increase^

Contrary to precedent, the strike was

relatively poaceful; there was no occasion for management
to point to destmction of proporty as evidence of the intent of tho miner*

However, opposition from the owners.

^ DuIIes, Labor in America, p^ IÔ5.

bour
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led by Oeorge F. Baer, was intense; every effort was made
to present tho issue as being between the traditional rig^t
of proporty and the forces of anarchy and violence^

Reso-

lution of tho conflict was unique in the sense that for
once, public opinlon was on the side of labor as a result
of Baer»8 intranBigent attitude^

In addition, a solution

to the problwB was largely brought about by action of government which appoared to aupport the position of the miner^Í

While the full deaires of the imion were not granted,

a recognltion of and prostigo for the labor movement were,
at laaat, nebulous gains^
The gro%iring power of labor caused a period of reaction in regard to the rolationa between industry and labor.

Intensive efforts to curb unionization were reminis-

cent of earlier tactics: violence and Judicial intimidation^
In I9I3 a striko on the Colorado Puel and Iron Company which
had as its central issue the recognition of the United Mine
Workers reaxilted in the deatha of many workers as well as
nombera of thoir families; the tactics of management extended to the use of machine guns and the biiming of tents housing famÍlioB*

The affair was scarcoly short of a massacre^

The contral iasue continued to be the open versus

^ At one time in tho proceedings, Theodore Roosevelt
is said to have become so exasperated as to express a doaire
to eject Baer by the aeat of his pants through a window^
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the closed ahop^. The courts were consistent in their attitude. In case aftor case the ri^t of contract was used
in aupport of property; Adair vs^ United States and Coppage
vs^ Kanaaa were merely outstanding examples^ In addition,
action by the courts against imion boycotts resembled decÍBÍons of the early nineteenth century in regard to restraint of trade^
Another mode of attack by industry was to apply the
provisions of the antitmat legislation to the unions;! talk
of the **Union Tmat** was prevalent in the literature of
the manufacturing interests.
As a result of the attack from industry, labor was
ultimately forced to go to the government for support and
protoction^

ka early as 1906 a list of grievances was sub-

mitted to the executive and legislative branches; prominent
among the requeats was relief from action of the anti-tmst
laws and the use of injunctions^

Since no action was forth-

coming from Congress, labor was forced to enter the campaign
of 1906 as an active participant^

Such action was a radical

doparturo from the earlier attitude of labor toward politics;
the A^ ¥• of L^ had previously remained outside the pale
of politics as a matter of basic policy^

i See Porlman and Taft, History of Labour in the
United Statoo. 1096-1932, pp. I54ff for an account of one
sucn case.
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The effectiveness of labor^s new area of operation
was difficult to determine.

It is probable that what bene-

fits labor acquired were the result of the general progressive attitude of the day and not particularly due to the
efforts of labor to effect change.

Gompers presumably

did not want to be too successful as a political force; he
seems to have desired nothing more than governmental protection for Iabor*a attempt to equalize the bargaining
positions of the two contenders.
The tangible results of the period were reflected
in the fact that many states passed legislation genercuLly
favorable to the cause of labor.

Attempts to modify use

of the yellow-dog contract were typical.

However, on the

national scene, the list of grievances submitted earlier
by the A. F. of L* was ignored by Congress until after the
election of a D«nocratic House of Representatives in 1910,
v^ich proceeded to establish eight-hour standards for labor
on public contracts, an Industrial Relations Commission,
and to provide for the establishment of a Department of
Labor.

In 1912, with the election of Wilson and the

^ This i8 the contention of Dulles^ While such a
fact is diffictilt to vorlfy, the idea is supported by other
writers. Riehard Hofstadter in The Age of Reform (New York:
Alfrad A. Knopf, 1955), pp. 239-240, coraments: "Those Progressives idio lived in the midst of induatrial squalor and
strife seem to have felt that the best way of meeting the
fsocial question^ waa through means more benevolently disinterested than thoee of direct labor action.**
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implementatlon of hls *'New Preedon,** an active and extenslve program in behalf of labor was begun.
In I9I4 the Clayton Act was passed.

Two major

grievances of laboi" were remedied: anti-trust legislation
was construod as pertaining to commercial production, not
to labor organizations; at the same time, the use of inJunctions was curtailed and limited in labor disputes to
the protection of property from »*irreparable damage.** Although the courts interpreted the act in such a way as to
negate much that in wording was favorable to labor, other
favorable measures of the Wilson administration were immediately beneficial.

The Seaman^s Act of I9I5 improved

the worklng conditions of merchant seamen enough to bring
the standards close to those demanded by organized labor,
the Adamson Act established the eight-ho\ir day on interstate
ráilways, and in 1917 a literacy test for immigrants met
demands that had long been voiced by labor.
The improvements of the Wilson administration were
tacit recognition of the fact that an industrial civilization was creating problems i«hich transcended mere economic
considerations.

Although control of the labor movement

by the practical and prag^atic American Federation of Labor
resulted in a lack of emphasis upon factors other than
specific improvements in labor relations, the motives of
the labor movement romained somewhat idealistic and abstmse.
Behind much of the physical and lagislative effort lay the
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fact that labor remained a group primarily interested in
aequlring and retaining a certain degree of integrity and
Btatua in a aocioty rapidly developing a value system which
eould ill afford to recognize the individual as a significant aocial entity.

DuIIes has stated the situation quite

cogently:
The urge to Join a union, • . • came not only
from expectation of economic gain through collective
action. The hope that he would attain greater security — a square doal and protection from arbitrary disciplíne — was always highly impoxn>ant,
but thore was also an often unconacious doaire on
the part of the individual wage earner to strengthen
hÍB fooling of individual worth and significance
in an industrialized aociety.-*The Second Stage
The progress of the labor movement was geared to
the pmgress of industry; as size became a factor in corporate endeavor, so size became the criterion for successful
labor efforts. With the passage of time, the significance
of the tycoon became negligible and in the place of ^ e
individual f igure was put that of a growing hierarchy repreaenting the managoment of the corporate empires founded
by the tycoon.

As will be shown, these hierarchies were

to bec(Mne the dominant economic and social organisms of
the industrial era.

1 DuIIea, tabor in America. p. 205.
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As C. Wright MiIIs has said: **StatuSf . . . follows
the big hierarchies, idiich are on a national scale. . . .
Status follows power, even if it be without background.**^
The power concept, as oppoaed to a property concept, is
an innovation made by the growth of the corporation as the
dominant unit of economic and social activity.

The modern

corporation would in all probability be unrecognizable and
perhapa undesirable to the tycoon on the earlier atages of
American eapltalism.

The primary reason would be that the

operation of the corporation would appear senseless to a
mind oriented by the classical capitalistic mentality.
The modern corporation has altered the concept of
ownerahip; no longer can it be aaid that enterprise is
centared around the acquisition of property as it was during
the time of Camegie.^

Even more significantly, the sepa-

ration of ownorahip and the control of property has given
rise to vAiat might be described as an assumption of oligarehical tendencies in modern business. As expressed by
Berle and Means:
The corporate syatem has done more than evolve
a norm by iirtiich buainess is carried on. Within it

1 MiIIs, The Power Elite. p. 357.
2
See A. A. Berle, Jr. and G. C. Means, The Modern
gorporation and Private Propertv (New York: The Macmillan
Company, xyj%; ror the best stat'ement of the idea.
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there exista a eontripetal attraction which draws
wealth togother into aggregations of constantly incroaalng aize, at the same time throwing contml into
the hands of fewer and fewer men.^
In 1934» when Berle and Means w m t e , the tendency
of tíio corporation to become the power center that they
noted was comparatively ill-fomed.

The rapid growth of

the mammoth corporations, such as General Motors and American Telephone and Telegra{^, during the war years and the
proBpority of the post-war period simply emphasized the
t m t h of their original contention.

In 1959 Berle wrote:

A relatively small oligarchy of men operating in the
same atmos|^ero, absorbing the same information,
moving in the same circles and in a relatively small
world knowing each other, dealing with each other,
and having more in common than in difference, will
hold the reins. These men by hypothesis wili have
no ownership relation of any sort.^
It would appear that a claas of men having no proprietary claim to power is in a position to dominate the
modern econemle as wall as the political and social systems.
The possibility of such an occurrence has given rise to
speculation over the exact nature of modern capitalism.^

^ Berle and Means, 'Rie Modern Corporation and Private
jProporty. p. lå.
A. A. Berle, Jr., Power Without Property (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1959)« P* 5i*
3 Ono of the best ahort analyses of the changing
nature of capitaliam may be found in Berle^s introduction
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The nature of the ehangaa taking place in capitalism is
at present undeterained; apparently the economic stmcture
of American capitaliam has only recently become distinctively different or removed from the classical capitalistic
pattem to warrant the attention of scholars.^
The full signifieance of the shift in economic inatitutiona haa received a most articulate treatment in its
relation to statua îrom the pen of Paul Harbrecht.2

He

contend8 that in the present transitory stage of the paraproprietal socioty, tho lawa i«diich govemed the older concept of proporty are in operation.

A general requirement

that proporty bo uaoful is a factor in the tenure of pmperty; enou^ conaciouanesa of property remaina to cause demands

and commentary to Paul P. Harbrecht, S. J., Toward the Pararoprlotal Society (Now York: % e Twentieth cJentury Fund,

f9597;

^ The complexity of the problem is well indicated
by Berlo^a amusing uae of four prefaces in his Power Withput
Property. They are addressed to Businessmen, American Liberaia, scholara and the UnciMmBÍtted Public. Speaking to
tho scholars, Berle commenta: •*The breakdown of the economic
unit we regardod as *property* into its ccmiponent elements
may be a matter of economic analyais. But one outstanding
result of it — the erection of organizations largely reating on and certainly developing power — plainly raises
problMko wdhOBo nature ia eaaentially political.** (p. 17).
Clearly, the changes in economic structure have not been
clearly evaluated; tho academic disciplinoa are not even
clear in regard to Just who should examine the changes.
^ Paul Sarbrecht, oward the Paraproprietal Society.
Cf. Robort A. Brady, Buainess as a System of Power (Niw
York: Columbia UnivorBÍty Press, 1945). ch. VI.
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upon the economic syBtem which those \^o control it may
not be able to meet.^

However, in regard to the impact of

the new economic order, Harbrecht has this to say:
It Í8 evident that the type of property interest
that gives a man atatus and influence in the present
society derives from the power to control productive
wealth. But this power comes to a man through his
poaition in a corporation or similar organization.
Productive wealth has been made the property of corporations and so it is by gaining a position in reÍation to one of theso institutions that a man gaina
the power and influence over others that control of
productive wealth generates.
It cannot be denied that some power and influence
still attachea to the man of great possessory wealth,
but unless his wealth is tumed to pmductive uses,
he is rather respected than obeyed. Our aociety is
not stmctured around this kind of authority.
InBtitutiona that deteraine a man*s relationship
to productive property and to other men are the
atmcturing elementa of today*s society insofar as
it is given fora by economic relationships. Thus we
conclude that a man*8 relationship to thinga — material wealth -- no longer deteraines his place in
society (as it did in a strong proprietfurv svstemjl
bui his place in society now deteraines his relationship to thinjfs. This is tho consequence of the separation Of cbntrol over property frcmi individual ownership.2
If Harbrecht*s contention is correct, and the recent
proliferation of studies attempting to treat the aubject
of an elite is an indication of its validity,^ the means

^ Harbrecht* Toward the Paraproprietal Society, p. 42.
^ îMâ^# P* 39.
Power, pp# 251-274•

Cf. Brady, Business as a System of

^ Exoaploa of 8uch work are Mills. The Power Elite.
James Bumham, The Managerial Revolution (New Tork: Ttie John
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by whleh such an elite might ariae deserves attention.
Borle f u m i ^ o s tho prevailing rationale, although his
argumoat haa bocome almoat commonplace.
Berlo maintains that as ownership and control separated, the corporation became a self-perpetuating institution; it was not dependent upon individuals for funds with
iffhich to oporato.i

The combined factors of increased growth

and decroasod need to lasuo voting stock operated to increase tho valuo of the atock outBtanding.

The growth of

financial capltalism, in the fora of pension tmsts and
insurance companies caused the concentration of stoek in
the iargast of these companies, which used the monetary
benof its of stock to make the pension and insurance pa^rments
to beneficiaries.

Thus there occurs a second separation

botween ownership of stock and the monetary benefits accming therofrom; all that remains to the individual possessor of the stock is the voting power that has power only
in concentration.

Since the firas engaged in the penaion

and insurance endeavor must invest in long-tera securities,
the c(mtinuod acquialtion of Btock in the atrongest and
largest companies must lead to the partial control over the
formulation of poliey in thoae eonpanies by those who

Day CBMpany, I941); and, in a more negative sense, WiIIiam
H. Whyte, Jr., The Organlaation Man» (Garden Cityî Doubleday
and Company, Í9Î6). The elifce Is iroated below, ch. III.
See Berle, Power Without Property. pp. 49-50ff.
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control tho Invoøtment flraa.

Thus an oligarchy is es-

tabliahod In tho Amorican capitalistic system which is
baaed on nothing more than the possession of property with<
out the traditional privileges of individual possession.^
The Progressive Era
In addition to the growth of an industrial, managing group and a laboring elament, a third area of society
which ia the indirect reault of industrial capitaliam must
bo notod.

% i s group is what ia generally termed the mid-

dle class. Whilo it ia not contended that there are only
throo social groups which are the result of industrial socioty, tho nanagerial, laboring and middle-class groups
are the catagoriea which are moat appropriately inclusive
for tho atudy of atatua in modem American life.^

i As an exanple of recent growth of the mutual
firaa, the United Proas Intemational reported 105 firaa
were ovaluatod In toraa of a billion doliars or more. Of
the seven additions to the list in 1959, two were insurance cettpaaloB, one a bank, and one a mutual tmst fira.
The roport atatod that thore were three mutual fund firas
in the biliion dollar category. Lubbock Avalanche Journal
(Morning edition), June 6, I9oO.
^ Othor Btatus groups, such as the negro, Jew or
certala narslnal groups (thoae, for oxampla, who are derical vAiite-coIÍar groups whose efforts are rewarded with
littlo pay bttt a Blightly highor status ratlng than their
salarlea or ahiHtioa would normally command), are not desorvlng of considoration in tho same sense as the categories
mentionod. Whlle the negro is a status problem, he is not
a problem for the purposes of this atudy by virtue of his
ethnic baekground; he is gonerally categorized as laborer
and is 80 considerod hore.

lOÔ
Wlth tho rapld organization of the means of production in the fora of the corporation and labor, there
r^nained a large aegnont of the po|niIation which gradually
came to feel that they were suffering from their comparatively ineffective degree of organization.

The middle

class, crøiposed of amall businessmen, members of the professions, and the upper levels of the white collar worker,
felt that it was being squeezed between the corporation and
the worker in the stmggle for power in the emerging social
pattem of the twentieth century.^
In a sense, then, the immediate social tendency
toward organization of groups significant to the induatrial
order created a statua problem for those segments of society which traeéd thair origins both to the mercantile past
and tho Induatrlal preaent.^

According to Hofstadter, who

haa analyzed the Progressive era with keen insight:
Now the gro%rth of the large eorporation, the labor
union, and the big impenotrable political machine was
clotting socloty into large aggregates and presenting
to the unorganizod citizen the prospect that all these
aggrogatoB and intereata would be able to act in concert and shut out those men for >^Qm organization was

^ Kofatadter, The Age of Refora. p. 239.
^ Hofatadter estimates that the middle class grew
during the Progressive era at a rate of alght times its
previous aize, rising from 756,000 to 5,609,000 people.
íbid., p. 215.
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difficult or impossible.^
The Progressive era, then, was the **complaint of the unorganized againat the consequences of organization.**^
The transition of American society toward organization from the previous social arrangement of individual
initiative and the security that steomied from knowledge of
one*s individual contribution to society was a recognition
of the fact that •*individual dignity and fulfillment in
an industrial society can only be given in and thmugh
work l^B-Q an employee^/. **3 This fact was lamented by
Woodrow Wilaon.
The middle class is being more and more squeezed out
by the processes ^ich we have been taught to call
processes of prosperity. Its members are sharing
prosperity, no doubt; but what alaras me is that they
are not originating pro8perity.4
The atmggle of the middle classes for a place in
the status pattem which emerged in the twentieth century
was not a atmggle similar to that faced by labor.

There

was no antagonist with which the middle class could deal

^

^ Hofstadter, The Age of Refora. p. 213.
^ Ibid.. p. 214.
3 Dmcker, The Concept of the Corporation» p. 141.
4 Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom (New York: Double
day» P*«e and Company, 1914), p. 17.
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direetly.

Whereas labor early had developed a tradition

of non<.lnTOliroment In polltics, the middle class had no
recourse other than to tho uae of politieal pressure to
achiova statua.

Refora, not all of which was directed

at the corporatlon or labor, was the outcome.

The New

Deal was largoly a middle class movement in the sense that
much of its vigor emanated from the middle class mind.l
In teras of the assertion of the middle class as a status
movement, the New Doal did little to alter its standing.
The inclusiveness of the New Deal was broad beyond the
mere desires of a middle class.
Tho Naw Doal
Throu^ the establishment of administrative direction of and BUporvÍBion over critical areas of the economy,
the New Doal created a certain balance of interests, the
result of which was the effective representation of interests for each of the three major divisions of industrial
society.

Hie National Industrial Recovery Act —

7a, to be more exact —

section

recognized the rights of labor

which had for some time been resisted by industry.
Employees ahall have the right to organize and bargain

^ Arthmr M. dchloaingor, Jr., The C<«ning of tho
New Doai (Boaton: Houiíiton Mifflin Company, 195"), p. lÔ.
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collaetivoly through ropreaentatives of their own
chooaing, and 8haII be free from the interference,
reatralnt, or coorcion of employera of labor, or
their agents, in the designation of such representatlves. . . no eaployoe and no one seeking empioymont
shall be required as a condition of employment to
Join imy company union or to refrain from Joining,
organizing, or asaisting a labor organization of his
o m chooBing.'''
The interests of business were represented by efforts to
provide immediate financial aid through the Reconstmction
Finance Corporation, but in a long-range viewpoint, the
attempta to provide balanced industrial and financial endeavor throu^ regulation were of interest in their approach.
The tendency toward bigness, which previous.govemmental
efforts had attempted to resist, was now acknowledged as
noraal.

*'The obligation of govemment was now to supply

the focal point where economic problems could be integrated
and resolved.**^

Within the goals of govemment, it was

felt that business knew how to achieve the best state of
planning.

If this were to be the case, it was felt that

business needed a new approach in its efforts; **business
could no longer be primarily an affair of making pmfits;
.

.

.•^^

1 U. S. The Code of the Laws of the United States of
America. Smpplemont VII (Washlngton: U. S. Govemment Printrng Ôfîleo, Í933), p. 277, par. 707 (a).
^ SehloBÍngor, The Coming of the Hew Deal. p. 102.
-^ îMâ** P* 1^3. Schlesinger attributes the sentiment to Berle, who waa a momber of Roosevelt»s Brain Tmst.
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The tradltlonal interests of the middle class were
represented in the New Deal thmugh the effort to malce the
dealings of buainess subject to some of the more traditional mloa of business ethics. The investigations of the
Senate Banklag and Finance Committee, conducted by Ferdinand Pecora, revealed the breaches of business ethics
which ultimatoly lad to the establishment of other investigative bodies and, ultimately, to establishment of the
Securlties and Exchange Commission.

'nie latter organiza-

tlon was an attompt to inatill a degree of integrity and
stability in the dealings of American finance so as to enable the middle claas entrepreneurial spirit to operate
wlthin the new pattern of buainess. According to Schlesingor, it attempted to **/^restore^ a lost world of freely
eenpeting small unita.**^
It must bo noted that the program of the New Deal
was generally favorable to the interests of the middle
class and labor.

The interesta of induatry and finance —

the eorporate stmetures —

were treated in a fashion which

Indicated a lack of tmst in their ability to lead democratically.

The New Deal repudiated the power which the

1 Schleainger, The Coming of the New Deal, p. 445»
It ahould bo noted that the Securities and Exchange Act
was not unlvoraally favorable to the leading foraulators
of the New Deal. The above qootation is aetually used to
illuatrate tho roactlonary nature of the legialation.
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corporate atmcture was acquiring insofar as that power
had potential for social purposes.
However, it must also be noted that much of the New
Deal emanatod fron the previous advances of the corporate
aystem.

Both the PmgresBÍve movement and the New Deal can

be conaidered reactiona to the new order of economic progres8.it The New Deal did nothing to repudiate or alter the
fact that the corporate atmcture was beccrøiing the center
of American political, social and econmnic life of the
twentieth century.

Its abilities to produce, control fi-

nance, set the atandard of living for vast numbers of individuals not even directly connected with the corporate
stmcture, and, in some cases, overshadow the authority of
govomnontal unlts were recognized.

The New Deal abandon-

ment of the attempt to limit size in the corporate stmcture
may be eonstmed as a recognition of the irreversible trend
of society and not moroly the economic order.
An intereating and recent explanation of the tendency in Amorican life toward the larger corporation, and the
growth of oppoBÍtion to it, is the concept of countervailing

1 In regard to the parallels betwoen the Progressive
movement and the New Deal, Hofatadter has a remarkable section in he Age of Raform^ ch. VIII, in which he maintains
that the hew Deal was unique in that it dealt with new concept8 of economy neceasitated by the sickness of American
capitaliam. The Progressive era, on the other hand, was a
period of econonic aoraality, albeit a period of rapid
change within that framework.
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power advancod by John Konneth Galbraith.l

The idea ia

that epriYate ocenomic pOwor ia held in check by the co\inter<
valllng powor of thoae who are subjoct to it.**^ By way of
illuatration, Galbraith contends that the power of labor,
in the fora of Individuala such as Jolm L. Lewis and Kiilip
Murray, la tho result of the power of the steel induatry.
ProBunably, the toadoney toward largor and larger units ia
also ozplalaod by the thaory that each bargaining unit —
botwoon, aay labor and lnduBtry —

tends to increaae size

(powor) in reaction to that of the other party.
Impjicationa
AlthOfigh the theory of Galbraith is not universally
acceptod, many aeholars aceopt the implications of the
idoa.^

Tho prinary inplieation, at least for the purposes

of a study of atatuB, is tho idoa that a new ayst^ of
pmcedonce haa been establishod.
Preatige in bualness is equally associated with
power. IHe ineOBa of a buainessman is no longer a
measure of hia achievement; it has become a datum of
secondary interest. Business prestige, as a moment^s

1 John Kenneth Galbraith. |norican Capitaiism; The
Concopt of Countervailing Powor {roVÍsod edition; Boatons
HoughCon Hifflitt Conpany,
imí.

^ iîÉå«# P* u i «
^ Seo, for oxanpie, Berle»s Powor Without Property,
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reflection will suggest, is overwhelmingly associated
with the size of the concern which the individual
heada. Indeod, American business has evolved a system of precedence hardly less rigorous than that of
Victorlan England.and is based alJBiost exclusively on
corporate assets.'^
The gonoral picture of the status pattern in modem
Amorlca is hardly a firmly established one; the tranaition
fren one value ayatem to another is as yet incomplete.
ever, this much ia clear.

How-

There is a certain integraticm

of the pattem in the sense that it is being deterained from
above.

That is, the modem corporation, with its pervading

influence, is increaslngly deteraining the system of life
chances open to individuals in modern American society.^
Three major groups are involved in this pattern: those of
a managerial relation to the corporation, which itself is
the epitome of organization and associated advantages; the
labor elements, which in some cases have power equal to or
greater than the individual corporate stmctures; and the
middlo claases, which are not organized in the sense thâi\tr
they occupy one isolated organization, but which are

1 Galbraith, American Capitalism^ p. 26.
2 Cf • A. D. Llndsay, The Modem Democratic State
(New Tork! Oxford University Press, 1947): **The gmwth of
induBtrial organizations in modem times has the same effect on aociety as the growth of an aray. Men*s work and
thoir relationa to one another are dictated by the exigencies of the business organization, and a business, like
other organiaationa. is a machine of which the parts are
oursolves.** (p. lÔÔ).
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possessors of an integrated political power which is the
totality of thoir roles as consumers and voters —

they

are the tot^ity Of seroral **public8.*' Each element is
a part of what might be teraod the American industrial
syatom, which need not be limited to the productive process;
the producer, the buyor and the aoller are parts of the
same aystem.

No element is in isolation frora the other.

Howover, it ia the corporate stmcture which increaaingly
deteraines the dlrection of progress. These corporate
atmctures are centers of power which, in teras of traditional valuos of the American system, are not responsive
to the teneta of individualiam.

CHAPTER III
THE ACTUAL CONFLICT
It ahould be evident from the preceding chapter
that a new ordor is in tho process of emerging. The basic
queation to be examinod in thia chapter ia whether or not
domoeracy has managod to adopt a pattern of operation which
iB in harmony with this new ordor.
Qhapter one domonatrated a baaic faet about the
Amorican domocratic idoology: the twin tenots of the belief aystom —

liberty and equallty —

are the result of

values derivad frora an era of individualism.

Efforts to

keop alive the tenot of equality were premised upon the
idoologieal modol shaped by an earlier, traditional and
individualiatic age.
Ohaptor two prosented the idea that in America the
amorging economie order had eatablished a syatem of status
baaod upon an induatrial socioty which emerged from the
same individuali8tic age, but which had also made the eorporate stmcture the dominant social unit of thé modern
age.

In addition, and more pertinently, the eorporate

structure that emerged was imporsonal and non-individualistic.
Tho mere fact that personal property —
concept in ownorship —

the basic

no longer is the cornerstone of

society indicates that a disparity exists between the
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valuea of one age and those of another.

Other areas of

diaparity may be ahown to exist in addition to the one
exaraple borrowed from the previous chapter.

It is the

purpoae of thia chapter to preaent them in Bupport of the
eontention that a basic conflict exists between status
and equality insofar as the concepts stem frora different
phases of development in America.
Aeeording to Petor Drucker, there is a fundamental "^
antagonisra botween industrial and pre-industrial society.-^
In faet, he inaintains that the two ayatems are in collision.

The fact is that '•it is the organization rather

than the individual which is productive in an industrial
aystem.**^

It ahould be obvious that insofar as the indi-

vidual romains tho basis of atatus in a society which is
industriali to that dogroo ahall the status aystem of the
industrial sooioty be in conflict with the economic and,
to a certain and growing extont, the aocial order.
Tho presont standing of individualism is at best
one of a value in transition.

Ragardless how optimistic

or pesaimistic one may be in regard to the subject^ the
general approach is one which presupposes the decay of

^ Potor F. Drucker, TheNew Societ^y (New Tork:
Harper and Brothera, 1949), p. 7.
Ibid.. p* 6.
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individuallem.

As one scholar has said: »Gone is that

unbounded faith in the froe intelligence of the individual . . .*^/ln addition, A.A. Berle, Jr., in attempting to demonatrate the vitality of individualism, maintains:
However powerless an individual may be to deal
with eeonomic organization on the economic plane,
he does have, in the American democracy, a solid
and reapoctod power in the political field. If
onough individuals conaider that they are aggrieved,
they can energize a political intervention. Our
studies may have downgraded the individual as an
economic factor. But he is still very much alive,
visible, and active as a political factor.*
It ahould be noted that Berle*s defense of individualism requires the admiasion of a group role; apparently, the individual is a value only inaofar as he can
persuade other individuals to act similarly and in concert.

Such necessity tenda to reduce the value of the

individuml as a basic tenet of society.
upon tho group has become dominant.

The emphasis

According to Gabriel,

*«tho individual plays his role as a member of one or more
of thoae.'*^

1 J. Roland Pennock, Liberal Democracy (New Tork:
Rinehart and Company, 1950), p. 123.
* A.A. Borle, Jr., Power Without Property (New
York: Haroourt, Brace and Gompany, 1959), p. 92.
r^ Ralph H. Gabriel, The Course of American Demo^ri^tic Thouaht (2nd ed.; New Tork: The Ronald ^^^88, 1556)
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In addition, a more extreme viewpoint is taken
by a group of modern observers which maintains that individualiam is positively dying.

According to Louis Adamic:

Socially considered, the vital American literature of the laat decade ia primarily a record of
the degeneration of individualism as a popular and
working philosophy of life in the machine age.l
Alfred North Whitehead has maintained that we are going
from individualism to •^ugliness.'*^ V^itehead^s '^ugliness"
is a tera descriptive of the emerging power of industry
and technology; however, the more general tera used to
describe the newer era is **mass society.**^
Another indication of the position of individualism Í8 a gmwing awareness of its disadvantages.

In this

respact, Ponnock has commented:
Claasical liberal-democratic theory tends to
be atomÍBtic. That is to say, it overemphasizes
rights at the expenae of duties, the individual
at tho expense of society, and competition at the

1 Louis Adamic, ^fhe Passing of American Individualiam,** The American Scholar, I (Octover, 1932), 423.
2 Alfred N. Whitehead, Science and Pfailosophy (New
Tork: Philosophical Library, 1948), pp. 164-167. CTV
George S. Counts, The Prospects of Amerlcan Democracy (New
Tork: The John Day Company, 193S;, pp. 81-85; and Edward
H. Carr, The New Society (London: The Macmillan Ccxnpany,
I95I)t PP. 73-75.
3 To bo diacussed below.
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exponao of cooporation. The ultimate, practical
consequences of these theoretical mistakes are a
lack of coheaive force and of common purpose, and
a certain feeling of emptiness on the part of the
iadlTldual, reaulting from a starvation of the
social aelf .-^
The basic idea contained in Pennock^s statement has received a more extenaive treatment at the hands of Erich
Fromm, who views man from a somewhat wider angle of vision
than that afforded by political acience.

It is Fmmm*s

thoBis that the liberal revolution has given man freedom
but, at the same time, has given him a sense of lonelinesa from which he would escape. Fromm comments:
The broakdown of the medieval system of feudal
aocloty had one main significance for all classes of
80ciety: the individual was left alone and isolated.
He waa froe. Thia freedom had a twofold result.
Ilan was deprived of the seciirity he had enjoyed, of
tho unquoBtionable feeling of belonging, and he was
t o m loose frem tho world which had satisfied his
quest for security both economically and spiritually.
He felt alone and anxioua. But he was also free to
act and to think independently, to become his own
master and do with his life as he could — not as he
was told to do.^
It ÍB the cessation of the individual*s sense of
worth in industrial society which creates the conflicts

^ J. Roland Pennock, Liberal Democracy, p. 20.
Cf. Sebaatian de Grazia, The Political Community (Chicago:
The Univeraity of Chlcago Presa, 1^48) p. xi.
2 Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New Tork:
Rinehart and Company, 1941)# p. 99.
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under discusaion.

Previously, the individual in the

feudal pattern had felt worth as a member of a group or
class; atatua was no problem.

The industrial revolution

was a diaintegrating force which compelled the individual
to rely upon himself; thus, in the American tradition, the
individual was a primary social value.

The result was

that the individual had, at best, theoretical equality,
but no status.

Ironically, the course of industrial prog-

ress has completed a cycle; the individual must now return
to the group for a sense of worth.l

In this respect, Peter

Dmcker has commented:
/"There is need_7 ^^ understand that the modern
large corporation ia the representative institution
of our soclety; that it is above all an institution,
that is, a human organization and not Just a complex
of inanimate machines; that it is based upon a concept of order rather than upon gadgets; . . .^
The need for an integrating force in society to
offaet the senae of social vertigo associated with the declina of individualiam has given rise to a rationale which
one recent observer has called the **sociaI ethic.**
By social ethic I mean that contemporary body of
thought which makes morally legltimate the pressures

1 See Elton Mayo, The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilization (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
Univeraity hpoBa, 1945).
2 Dmcker, The Concept of the Corporation^ p. 20Ô.
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of sodety againat the individual. Its major propositions are three: a belief in the gmup as the source
of creativity; a belief in *>beIongingness** as the ultimate need of the individual; and a belief in the application of sciance to achiove the belongingness.-'^
Another scholar has defined the social type which
must arise from the modern situation as the **other directed"
person; that is, a •*80cial character whoae conforaity is
insured by . . . /*a_7 tendency to be sensitized to the expectations and preferences of others.'*^

The tera »*others**

used by Riesman need not necessarily connote a personcd
factor.

Immediate personal considerations may influence

much action, but the pervading influence is largely impersonal throu^ the corporation, or the organization as Whyte
calls it«

What is of primary significance is the fact that

the majority of society is placed in relation to a small
portion of the remainder in such a way as to be dependent
for livelihood, worth and belongingness. While different
groupB continuo to exist, and certain individual differences
persiat, the majority of individuals is in an identical relation to the primary stmcturos of industrial society.
In the process of developing this situation, the grouping
of society haa become somewhat hierarchical, with some

mømm^'^lf^i'^l^^^m^immmmmmÊtmmÊtmÊÊtmmmmmm

1 Whyte, The Organization Man^ p. 7.
2 Davld RleBmanâ et al.. The Lonely Crowd (Anehor
ed.i abrldgod; Garden Cityí Déubléday and Company, 1950),
p. 23.
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groupa ••eloaar*' to the center of power than others. It is
this degme of closeness that ia the deterainant of status.
From another viewpoint, what has occurred in the
integrating process ia the creation of an elite which is
not eomparable to the traditional elite of the Gilded Age.
Aa has been shown, the older elite was essentially private
and peraonal; tangible, individual possession of wealth
was the criterion.

The current elite is one which exists

by virtue of its control over the centers of power known
as the corporation.
The recent proliferation of scholarly work done
on the subject of the elite is an indication of the direction being taken by industrial society.l

In recent Amer-

ican thought a cloarly presented argument for the growth
of an elito ia Mills» The Power Elite.

His thesis is:

What has happened, . . . is the reorganization of
the propertiod class, along with those of higher
salary, into a new corporate world of privilege and
prorogatlve. What is significant about thia managerial reorganization of the propertied class is
that by means of it the narrow industrial and profit

1 See, for example, MiIIs, The Power Elite; William
Komhauaer, |ho fgiitlCB of Mass So'ciety (Glencoe, Illinois:
The free Presa. Í9J9J; James H. Meisei. The Myth of the
Ruling Claaa (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press,
1958;; and, among older, established studies, James Burnham,
The Managorlal Revolution (New Tork: The John Day Company,
1941U Robort llichels. Political Parties (Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Presa, 1949); gaeiano Mosca. Tfae Ruling Class
(Ist ed.; New Torkj McOraw-HilI Book Ccmipany, I n c , 1939).
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interests of specific firms and industries and families have been translated into the broader economic
and polltical interests of a more genuinely class
type.l
Tha total picture of society presented by MiIIs is similar
to the pattem whlch waa presented in chapter II.
The top of modern American society is increasingly unified, and often seems willfully coordinated:
at the top there has emerged an elite of power. The
middle levels are a drifting set of stalemated, balancing forces: the middle does not link the bottom
with the top. The bottom of this society is politically frag^ented, and even as a passive fact, increasingly powerlesa: at the bottrøi there is emerging
a mass society.^
It is difficult to deteraine in which direction the
major preoccupation lies in regard to the stmcture of mode m industrial society.

While MiIIs seems to concentrate

on the aspects of the elite, he is also concemed with the
idea of a raass society.

Another American scholar is like-

wise eoncemed; WiIIiam Komhauser sees a basic pmblem in
democratic society in the necessary tension between elites
and non-olites or masses.
According to Kornhauser, *»mass society is a situation in which an aggregate of individuals are related to
one another only by way of their relation to a common

^ Mills, The Powor Elite. p. 147.

^ 2Siå«» P* 324«
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authorlt^^, . . .*?^ One implication of this situation is
the fact that individuals find it difficult to achieve any
aenae of atatus.^

Prom Komhauser*s approach, it is the

inatitutional maanB of separating these groups which is of
primary inportance.

Therefore, there is no pertinent ques-

tlon of tho primacy of one gmup or the other; each has
powor to coerce the other in the mass society of Komhauaer.^
Like so many of the modern writers who deal with
the subject of elitism and the mass society,^ Komhauser
ia concernod with the preservation of the democratic method.

His total effort would appear to be directed toward

the checking of power, ^ether it be that of the elite or
the maas. For Kornhauser, the answer is the existence of
a etrong interaediate class in order to protect the mass
rro» th. •lite.5

Such an arrangement is pluralistic in

the sense that **a strong interaediate stmcture consists
of stable and independent groups which represent diverse

^ Komhauser, The Politica of Mass Society. p. 32.
2 Ibid.. p. 107.
^ Ibid.. pp. 23 and 39. He comments further: •*In
mass societfT^unlike totalitarian society, power is not
monopolised by a single elite. Instead, power rests in
the populace as well as in the various elites.** (p. 5Ô).
^ Cf. David Spits, Patterns of Anti-pemocratic
t (Now Jorkt The Macmillan company, 1949)» and Meisel,
of i^f H^ling yiass.
5 Kornhauaer, The Politics of Mass Society, p. 76.
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and frequotttly eonflicting interests.'*^
However, other writers, who by now may be considered to fora a separate school of thought, are of the opinion that the dominance of a group of elites is inevitable
if not imminent.

The major thinkers of this school are

Mosca, Michels, and Bumham.

Michels has postulated what

ia teraed the *»Iron Law of Oligarchy** which may be characterizedt
Thus the majority of human boings, in a condition of
etemal tutelage, are predestined by tragic necessity
to submit to the domination of a small minorlty, and
must be content to constitute the pedestal of an oligarchy.2
What Í8 foraed, according to Michels, is a ••political
class** which is detached from the masses,^ thus precluding
the pmlonged formation of a democratic condition.
Mosca is perhaps the most dogmatic of the elitist
school.

He naintaina:

Among the constant facts and tendencies that are
to be found in all political organisms, one is so
obviouB that it is apparent to the most casual eye.
In all societies — frem Bocietiea that are very
meagorly developed and have bamly attained the dawninga of eivilization, down to the most advanced and
powerful societies — two classes of people appear —

^ Komhauser, The Politics of Maas Society^ p. 76.
2 Michols, Political Parties. p. 390.
^ IMd., p. 392.

I2Ô
a claaa that m l e s and a class that is mled.-^
The writer of the elitist school who appears to
have had a profoundly inmiediate influence is James Bumham.
Hia volume, The Managerial Revolution. is concerned with
the problems of industrial society.

The theory of the

managerial revolution treats what he considers a tendency
of modem society to tranafora itself into a society quite
different from that of the capitalistic order; this transition is similar to that from feudalism to capitalism and
Í8 of equal import.

Burnham describes the managerial

revolution in the following manner:
Modern society has been organized through a certain
set of major economic, social, and political institutions %âich we call capitalistic, and has exhibited
certain maior social beliefs or ideologies. Within
this social stmcture we find that a particular group
or claas of persons — the capitalists or bourgeoisie —
is the d<minant or mling class. . . At the present
time, these institutions and beliefs are undergoing
a process of rapid transforaation. The conclusion of
this period of transformation, to be expected in the
comparatively near future, will find society organized
thmugh a quite different set of major economic, soclal, and political institutions and exhibiting quite
different major social beliefs or ideologies. Within
the new social stmcture a different social group or
class — the managers — will be the dominant or
ruling clasB.^

1 Mosca, The Ruling Class, p. 50.
2 Burnham, The Managerial Royolutions p. 74. Burnham
defines the managers as those **who already. • . are actually
managing, on its technical side, the actual process of productlon, no matter iidiat the legal and financial fora — individxial, eorporate, govommental — of the process.** (p. ÔO).
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Burnham definitely appliea hia theory to the United States
in the senae that the dlraction of change is toward the
managorial socloty.l
£• H. Carr ia concerned with the tendency toward
the masa soclety or **civiIization,** as he teras it. From
Carr^s use of the concept, it would appear that he considers the problem inevitable and imminent.

**The problem of

political organization in the new society is to adapt to
the mass civilization of the twentieth century conceptions
of democracy foraed in earlier and highly individualistic
poriodB of history.»*2

In addition, Carr follows the general

line of thotti^t in contending that the mass society breeds
elites.^
In contraating the traditional society with the
conflieting masa society, various writers have, of course,
been compelled to pass upon the prospects for democratic
society.

J. Roland Pennock is perhaps the most optimistic

without, at the same time, taking leave of the knowledge
that problems do exist for democracy.

He feels that **the

essential elementa of liberal democracy are still sound —
sound as the human nature on m^ich they are based; that
its specific political institutions are practicable today

^ Burnham, The Managerial Ravoiution, p. 254.
2 Carr, The New Societv. p. 61.
^ Ibid.. p. 77.

^
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and can bo kopt 80 with no more than the kind of continual
modification that has been taking place to date, . . .**^
Erich Fromm contends that the future of democracy
lies in the **reaIization of the individualism that has
been the Idoologleal aim of modem thought since the Renaissance.**^

The means of achieving this end are, according

to Fromm, through a planned economy.3
James Burnham presents a view aimilar to thoae of
Pennock and Froami. Althou^ it must be remembered that
Bumham*s view is neceaaarily a projected one, he contenda
that democracy muat modify itself to the demands of a
changed, apparently non-individualistic society.
Faced with the threat of trouble from the subaerged
and undorprivileged groups, and with the need for
mediating conflicts within its own ranks, the new
mling claas will doubtless prefer a controlled democracy rather than the risk of social downfall.
Democracy, within a class society, must be so
limited as not to interfere with the basic social
relations whereby the ruling class maintains its
position of power and privilege.4
From the foregoing comments upon the proposed
resolution of the conflict between the traditional society

I Ponnock, Liberal Democracy, p. 367.
^ Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 270

jT

^ Ibid.. p. 272. S^

4 Bumham, he Managorial Revolution, p. I6Ô.

^» i
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and the emerging one, it should be evident that no workable Bolution Í B presented.

Both Pennock and Fromm present

views of the conflict which assume that the individual can
remain a baaic social value. Tet neither writer presents
a scheme for realizing this situation save through the nebulous aetlon of a planned economy; the nature and agency of
8uch planning are left unreaolved.

Burnham, on the other

hand, contends that something called **controIIed democracy**
may be a aolution.

However, from his description, such a

democracy can hardly be individualistic nor can it be freely operating.

Burnham apparently rejects the values which

Pennock and Fromm retain, but Burnham*s solution is limited
by the projected context of his statement. One can merely
conclude that if the assumption of conflict as presented is
t m e , thon no adequate solution has been proposed; the tranBition from one stage to another is incomplete and one cannot deteraine to what extent it has progressed.
More iBsaediate solutions to reconcile the conflict
have been attompted.

However, they are solutions which

have been relied upon by democratic society since its inception.

They are tho same methods which have been used to

soothe the pains of an emerging induatrial society. One of
theae methoda is the foraation of groups to achieve demands.
The fact that the group device is hardly new to democratic
conflict ia demonatrated by the recollection of its use in
the early hlatory of tho labor movement.

The other method
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is the use of the franchise; the voting process is the
traditional instrument for resolving conflicts within the
democratic system.^
Exaraples abound in regard to the use of groups as
a maana of resolving conflict in democratic society. As
noted, the rise of labor was based largely upon group effort; the Qrangar Movement was likewise the attempt of
the agrarian, westem element to counteract the power of
the railroad; and the great moral cmaades such as abolition and, to a lesser extent, prohibition.^ were approached,
if not culminated by group action.
In each instance of the use of the gmup to achieve
purposes and resolve conflicts, it was for the benefit of
the individual within the group that action was undertaken;
it can be said that the use of the group technique has been
based upon the presumably primary value of individualism.^
Tet, as in the case of labor, the group became paramount
over the object of its efforts, the individual. It should
be obvious that the group approach as a means of resolving

mi'

1 Of course, another method of resolviíig conflict
is revolution. While this is frequently ©aployed in the
youngor, weatern democracies which have a heritage of
authoritarian political attitudes, it is limited to theoretical conaideration in American democracy.
2 See Earl Latham, The Group Basis of Poiltics
(Ithica, New Tork: Cl^mell Oniversity Fress, JL^y^), p. I.
Cf. Soymour M. Lipaet, Political Man (Garden City, New Tork:
Doubloday and Company, î n c , 1960), ?• 107.
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conflict in the democratic system is inadequate insofar as
the conflict under consideration is concemed,
The difficulty is in the simple fact that the group
method is an integral part of the modern scale of values
which i8 in conflict with the traditional scheme of things.
It must be recalled that the conflict between equality and
status is between the individualism of the doctrine of
equality and the status values framed by the pattern of
gmup affiliations.

The rise of the "social ethic** as

presented by Whyte is an example of the capture of the individual by the group.

Continued use of the group method

can only lead to the further decline of the traditional
sense of values.
The second device generally used by democratic societies in the solving of problems is the use of the voting
process.

In a sense, this process represents a compromise

between the virtuas of the traditional scale of values and
the modem web of group affiliations with its associated
standard of value.

In the voting process, the ideas of

individuality and equality exist as do the reliance upon
group expression and collective decision; the **one man, one
vote*» concept when combined with adherence to majority decision seemingly makes for a happy marriage of two sets of
values.

However, the theory of the vote presupposes the

expres8Íon of political opinion by rational, atomistic entities motivated by individual self-interest.

The question
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Í8 i^othor or not the voting process reflects the traditlonal aet of valuos out of which the process was born.
If not, then the altematlve is that the process reflects
other valuo ayatemB; it is quite probable that the process
is ropresentative of the scale of values associated with
tho gmup concept out of which status pattems originate.
If 80, tho voting process, like the use of groups, is
unsuitable to resolve the conflict between the two value
systems.
Aceording to at least one authority, the individualistic suppoBitions in the voting process are ultimately
disillusioning.

Alfred De Grazia states:

When an American thinks of representation, he
gonerally thinks of his vote. It is his weapon and
with it he can subdue any dragon that may emerge
frem the cave of political intrigue. Prom the vote,
he suppoaes, comes his government, and from the
govemaent, actions %diich generaliy purport to confora to his wishes. But if he ponders a little longer, he will remember feelinga of fmstration at
certain acts of his representatives; he will recall
the depths of hia ignorance about the habits and
characteristics of his representatives; and he will
realiae that his weapon, though a handy one, cannot
assure hia control of all the specialized operations
required In governmont.l
There ia roora for doubt as to the effectiveness of the voting process in its ability to represent the traditional,
individualÍBtie value system; equality, as a repreaentative

i Alfred De Grazia, Public and Republic (New Tork:
Alfrod A. Knopf, I95I), p. I*;;
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and central value of the system may not be served well by
the voting process.
Reflective of dissatisfaction with the individualÍBtic approach, a countervailing theory presented itself
oarly in the growth of the voting process in America.

The

second theory held that representation functioned for the
purpose of balancing interests; individuals were secondary<
Two theories have divided the American mind throughout most of its hiatory; one saw man as an individual
operating on a mechanical level with the multitude
of other equal individuals in mnning a government;
the other saw a republic c(»Bposed of balancing and
checking interests, with a scaling of ri^ts and powers according to distinctions based on individual
differences, minority ends, €uad the control of propperty.-*De Grazia contends that the direction of political development in the United States has tended toward the representation of interests.^

The fact that the idea or tendency

did not bear fmit under the influence of Madison or Hamilton is simply an Indication of the fact that interests had
not developed sufficiently to be so represented.3
An interesting example of the conflict in modes of
representation is given by De Grazia.

In connection with

1 De Grazia, Public and Republic. pp. 246-247.
^ Ibid.. p. 245.
^ See chapter II for the further significance of
thia point.
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the domand that property be represented as the paramount
social value during the early development of the nation,
the demand was opposed by the philosophy of individualism
and gave rise to the **soIitary personality** which was
possessed of rights froe from infringement; not even the
demanda of property considerations were to infringe rights
so held.

Thomas Paine well illustrates the conflict.

When a broodmare shall fortunately produce a foal
or a mule, that, by being worth the sum in question,
shall convey to the owner the right of voting . . .
in whom does the origin of such a right exist? Is
it in the man, or in the mule?^
In addition to the fact that representation may
not necessarily reflect faithfully the individualistic
value syatem, there is some evidence to indicate that as
the conflict between the value systems increases the less
likely will be the significant use of the voting process.
Accojrding to one scholar, as cross-pressures increase in
modom aociety the voter is less able to express himself
throu^ his vote.2

Put in another way, Lipset maintains

that overt political behavior, such as the vote, may not
be an index of activity; there exists the strong possibil'
ity that 8uch activity may merely reflect patterns of

^ Quoted in De Grazia, Ibid., p. 69.
2 Lipset, Political Man. p. 203.
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groap eonforaity.^
^)^ I

At thla point, it must be granted that on the basis

of meent fladlnga by sociologists whose work is represented
in such comprehensive works as Lipset*s, and on the examination of seholars auah as De Grasia, there exists room for
doubt aa to the indivldualiatic nature of the voting process.

That there exiats a claaa or group vote vdiich is the

repreaontation of interests rather than individuals is an
indicatloa of the faet that the voting proeess is unauited
to the reaolution of the current conflict.

As in the case

of tho formation of gmups, the voting process in modem
American democracy must ultimately lead to the disintegration of the traditional value system.
A recent theoretical attempt to combine the diverse
elementa of the conflicting value systems was attempted by
Robort Dahl.2

Dahl is concemed with the validity of the

belief in Madisonian damocracy which presupposes the tendoncy of individiials and groups of individuals to tyrannize
over othars.^

To counteract the tendency, the Madisonian

theory relies upon external checks in the fora of govemmental officials checking oach other in their mutual exertions
i.-:-'

^ Upoet, folltieal Man. p* 1^2.
2 Aobort Am Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Hieory
(Chicagot îho Onivoraity of Chicago Press, Í9i)t>j.
3 Ibld.. p. 6. *

i3d
of power.

Dahl maintains that the essence of restraint

muBt lio In 80cial checks rather than govemmental action.
He thus criticizes the Madisonian theory:
The Madisonian argument exaggerates the importance,
in preventing tyranny, of specif ied checks to govemmental officials by other specified governmental
officialB; it underestimates the importance of the
inherent social checks and balances existing in every
pluralistic society. Without these soeial checks and
balances, it is doubtful that the intragovemmental
checks on officials would in fact operate to prevent
tyranny; with them, it is doubtful that all the intragovemmental checks of the Madisonian system as it
oporates in the United States are necessary to prevent
tyranny.i
Dahl presents a theory t^ich he calls polyarchy,
which is based upon the social prerequisites for the democratic order.^

The distinction between the Madisonian and

the *»Dahlian** theories is a matter of degree in the emphasis placed upon constitutional and social controls.3
What is of present significance is the fact that
Dahl infers pertinent conclusions from his study which reflect the deaire to retain values within both value systems
For instance, he infers that the actions of majorities

I Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory^ p. 22.
^ The actual theory is long, involved and does not
in itself have a direct bearing upon the pmsent subject.
For thoae intereated in the theory, chapter three of Dahl's
book i8 recoiaaended.
3 Dahl, A Preface to Democrftic Theorya p. Ô2.
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seldom express their preferences throu^^ the voting process.I

Yet, Dahl inaiats that the voting process is im-

portant **if the idea of polyarchy is correct.**

It is pre-

Bumably important in reflecting the societal currents of
faeling ipdiich are daep-eoated to the extent that the voting
process is rendered a superficiality of democratic politics.^
Other aspects of the overt democratic pmcess are equally
superficlal: ••Constitutional mles are mainly significant
bocause thoy help to deteraine what particular groups are
to be given advantagas or handicaps in the political stmggle.*»3
Dahl*s work reflects several factors pertinent to
the presont study.

First, he demonstrates that the overt

political behavior of democratic society may be less signifieant than we have supposed; such a conclusion is in accord wlth the work of Lipset.

Second, he demonstrates the

fact that two value syatems must be considered in appraiaing democratic society.

Third, he presents an argument

for the soclal basis of political power which has for some
4

tlma boon recognized as a aignlficant factor in the democratie political process.^

^ Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory, p. 132.
2 Ibid., p. 132.

3 ibid., p. 137.

^ Cf. Arthur P. Bentley, The Process of Govemment
(BlMalagton, Indiana: The Principla Prosa, i n c , 1949); and
David Truman, The Governmental Process (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1951).
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Frem all Indieationa, the current conflict between
tho idoa pattems represented by status and equality is
incapable of resolution save by the disintegration of one
syatem or another.

Current trends in American society

and polltleal thought indicate that the conflict persists,
althoufiíi it ÍB often blunted by the ability of democratic
society to live by a double standard of political and aocial behavior.

Nonotheless, the conflict exists and, in

summary, may be restated.
There are two interpretations of the democratic
methods tho traditional and the modern.

The traditional

intorpretation posits the individualistic values of liberty and equality; the modem interpretation posits the basic
value of the.societal factors repreaented by the group and
the ramificatlons of industrial civilization.

Now if

equality, as the secoadary value in traditional society,
means equality of opportunity, as has been argued, and if
the concept is rooted in an individualistic frame of reference, then it is of paramount importance to the democratic method that •'atriving** for and access to positions remain open.

As haa been shown, access is tending to close,

and attempts have been made to offaet the trend through
tho formation of groups whose demands represent a recognition of thia fact.

It might be assumed that in light of

thia, auch demanda would be dlrected toward the re-opening
of acceaa, but auch ia not the case. Demands made by the

lU
groupa, preaumably for the benefit of their individual
membora, are such as to recognize the stationaxr character
of the l4e^l¥ld!iial*s poaltlon; demands are made not for acCOB8 to hii^er position but for benefits associated with
tho etation in life already assumed by the represented
indivldual. Such demanda are for aecurity, not for advancement; Buch demands are essentially for an assuranco
of Btatua within a aoeial pattem which is tz^ansforming
it8 value aystem.

Presumably, then, there is an intenae

intoroat in status at the expense of the tmditional valuo
of equality.

It is obvious that at the present time,

total acceptance or rejection of one value or the other —
Btatus or equality —

has not occurred.

However, it is

preciaoly due to this fact that the conflict exists. There
ia thuB a dofinite conflict between status and equality
Inaofar as the concepts are central to two value systems —
the one omerging and the other slowly vanishing.

CHAPTER IV
CC^CLUSION
The oonflict between atatus and oquality haa been
shown to be one botwoon two value aystems. In addition,
it haa been contendod that normal means of resolving this
conflict will in all probability lead to the predominanee
of the modorn set of values. Opposition from the traditional value syatem, however^ could render the conflict long,
debilitating and paralysing to the society which experiences
it.

Some conseious roadjuBtment of the competing value sys-

tem muat take plaee if such effects are to be avoided. It
is toward this end that the following conclusiona are offerod.
Since the direction of modern society can be ehcuiged
only by Bacrifieing advantages which the induatrial systero
afforda and ii^ieh have become essential to modern life, it
muat be tho traditional aocioty which must Bhoulder the
burden of ideologioal ehango.

It is not a question, for

exiunplo, whether or not claas diviaions are eompatible with
traditional domoeratic values;^ rather^ it is a queation as
to whethor domoeracy is compatible with deepening claBB

^ In the course of preparing the paper, it was this
problom which was most frequontly mentioned by those with
whom the author discusaed the problem. The compatibility
of claBBea with domoeraey ia apparently the question upperraost in reactions to tho idea of conflict between status
and equality.
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divisions which are real, existing social facts, however
harah.
, Some societies, faced with conflicts roughly similar, have turned to authoritarian solutions. It is unfortunate that such solutions are sought —

at least It is

unfortunate f m m the viewpoint of democracies —

but such

defections, as it were^ perhaps offer a clue to the readjustment of values in the democratic value system.
In regard to the concept of equality, it has been
contended that equality of opportunity is the traditional
moaning attached to the concept. Yet, if society is involved in a process which would sublimate status over equality, the benefit of the security offered by status must be
considered and weighed in evaluating equality.

If equality

is being rejected in favor of the security obtained through
a status society, then equality must be made more attracoive
and uaeful to society or it must die.
However, it was shown in chapter one that equality
is not the primary value of the American democratic ideology.

Liberty is the paramount value of the ideology and

may therefore control the appeal of equality.

In short,

it i8 possible that liberty, as a controlling factor of the
democratic ideology, is causing the conflict under examination.
The aituation amounts to this: equality has full
meaning in ita relation to liberty; unless individuals are

lU
froo to act in piirBult of their goals, equality can mean
vory Ilttle.
portunlty.

This ia eapecially t m e of equality of op-

For oquality, as auch, to be significant, the

Individual muBt be aelf-detemining.

If the individual is

made incapable of determining hia life-fate, if he is subJeet to the \éiim8 of an imperaonal, seemingly capricioua
eeonomic order, then no matter how equal he may be in sueh
a ayatem, he ia not free within the traditional frame of
roforance. Aa Wilson i^raaed it: "America was created in
order that every man ahould have the same chance aa every
other man to exercize maatery over his own fortunes.**^ The
object of equality is freedom —

liborty.

If Buch is the relationahip of equality to liberty
in tho traditional democratic ideology, then modern society
can hardly be considered representative of the value system.
ladividuals are not free in any sense approaching the critarion required by traditlonal democratic values. No indivldual is capable of detemining his life-fate in the mode m eomplox of group affiliations and power relationships.
LOBB of Buch control by the individual is hardly limited to
thoae individuala diroetly associated with the productive
or eorporate entitles. Aa was demonstrated, the seemingly
prlvate biiBlnessman ia not free to conduct himself in a

^ Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom (New York: Doubleday# Pago ab Company, I9I4), p. 20?.
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manner which is not in harmony with or geared to the policiea of corporate stmctures.

As an individual he is help-

less in opposition; as a member of a group which represents
his opposition he is no longer the individual as a selfdeteraining entity.

Under such circumstances equality ia

meaningless in the frame of reference of the traditional
value system.

At best, the individual is equally free tn

áo nothing in correcting situations brought about by his
economic or social environment.
Yet, as we have seen, demands made by groups operating in the interests of the individual, and individuals
themselves, have not generally expressed desires which indicate a need for change in this situation. As pointed
out, demands are made which tsnd to fortify the poeitions
assumed and the relationships established in the new order
of things.

Labor wishes security, not advancement or even

the opportunity to advance; the middle-class college graduate wishes security in his Job and demands the promise of
it when he interviews for employment; the corporate stmcture cares little for the individual and adhems to the
collective decision of the coim&ittee and the staff organization.

Apparently, the individualistic value system is

not demanded; if anything, it is rejected.
It is this fact which democratic society must reckon with in adjuating its ideological foundation to its social pattem.

Modem American democracy must cease to
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profoBS and aasume the oxistence of vcdues which are no
longer operative in its aoelety.l

However appealing to

tho popular mind the traditi<mal value system may appear,
it Í8 both unauited to and unitfanted by modern, induatrial
soelety.
This i8 not to say that liberty is overtly rojected
by induatrial sociaty; nor is it to say that modem American indu8trial aociety rejects it entirely.

Such a con-

tention would be unwarrantable in a state of transition
aueh as is being experienced.

However, it ia to say that

liborty is rapidly being replaced by status in the demands
made by the aociety upon ita Idoology.

The further impli-

cationa of this condition amount to a situation in which
equallty, in the traditional sense, is placed in conflict
with status. If a statua society must evolve, then it is
equality of opportunity that muat auffer immediately, although it Is the preference of status over liberty that
cauaes the condition.
It would appear, then, that the adjuatment requimd
of the democratlc ideology must consist in a realization
of tho faet that fmedom —

liberty —

ia not necesaarily

1 See Daniel J. Booratin, The Genius of American
Politica (Ghleago: The Univeraity of Chicago Press, 1953).
Boorstin does not go to the extent of arguing that the values of the American ideoiogy are not related to its social
pattern; he doea maintain that popular belief in the existence of an American political theory has made the actual
exiatence of auch a theory auperfluous. (ch. I ) .
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the only value of import, nor need it be at the peak of
the value system.

Modem Amorican democracy must recognize

that freedom is not paramount.

To do otherwise would place

other se^ents of the ideology in serious Jeopardy and perhaps destroy their value entirely insofar as they might be
useful to the new order of things. For example, unless
the primacy of liberty be modified, the value accorded
equality in the new order might result in a total rejection
of the advantages of the pluralistic stmcture of the group
complex.

Thus far, the countervailing influences of groups

have afforded a measure of equality, although not of an
individualiatic nature.

However, it is possible that val-

ues associated with the idea of balance in the operation
of these groups could be destroyed by clinging to the idea
of liberty too tenaciously.

So long as there exists con-

fidence that groups should be equally represented, there
is the possibility of aalvaging much of value in the traditional idoology*

Continued belief in the primacy of liber-

ty, and inevitable diaillusionment brought on by its inapplicability to modern aociety, can only reault in damage
to assoeiated values and the posaible abandonment of them
in favor of more extreme beliefs.
The contention that traditional society is slowly
being tranafomed may appear rather pessimistic; to some
it may appear aad.

However, pessimism and aadness may per-

hapa be modifled by the realization that the transformation

14Ô
of the traditlonal society to the modern order of things
la aecBnpanied by poaitive benefits. It is not as if a
void were to bo loft; the new society offers security in
the f o m of atatus —

that is, a sense of belonging —

which the tradltional society increasingly has failed to
provldo.

In additlon, the new soeiety offers benefits

whieh matorially enhance the poaition of society; the current alogan of a leading corporation —
through Chemiatry** —

**Better Living

ia not unrepresentative of the prom-

lae of the new soclety.
One aapect of the new ordor of thinga which ia of
relevance ia the technical nature of enterprise and, therefore, immediate progress.

The significant point is that

education becomes a factor in the ability of the new society to progress.

Demand for skills requiring training or

education most certainly must increase.

The means of sat-

isfying such demands which become social in scope may well
have to be provided by society.l

There exists the possi-

bility that governmentally controlled access to education
may well be a remaining frontier of equality; but auch
oquality is moat certainly not of a traditional nature.

^ The implications of this trend are interesting.
The possible rise of a society d<»ainated by the expert exists. The implications of the expert as a social value are
beyoad the acope of this study, however. In addition, the
possible undortaking of the training function by the government raiaes queationa affecting the federal system, also
beyond the scopo of the study.
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Equality of thia type would be the demand of a technical
society for skills; such a demand should not be confused
with a return to the traditional concept of equality insofar as a conscious motive mi^t be attributed to society.
In Bummary, it may be stated that the conflict between status and equality represents a tranaition from one
socioty to another and a consequent transition of values
and idoology.

The conclusion reached is that the tranai-

tion can be made, but only if the ideology of the traditional socioty, rooted in individual liberty, can yield to
the exigencies and realities of the new, collective society.
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